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Burns, Mauney to enter runoff

Elliott wins presidency in a landslide
byJeffSheggrud
staff writer
In the Student Government elections held
Tuesday, the vote for president was a landslide victory for Jason Elliott, but the vote for
vice-president was so close a runoff will be
necessary to determine the winner between
Jim Burns and Charlie Mauney.
According to Betsy Coward, Elections
Board Chairperson, Elliott received 86% of
the vote and his opponent, Bryan Blackwood,
14%. Elliott said of his victory, "It is a
confirmation of a job well done and a sign to
move on and continue doing a good job."
Elliott, the Student Body Vice-President
in 1991-92 and member of Student Senate
from 1989-92, ran on a platform that stressed
his experience in student government. Now
that he has gained office he plans to expand
Tiger Stripe into the downtown area, reduce
class sizes by having more instructors hired,
and end fee increases.
Elliott said his first order of business would
be to see who wins the vice-presidential
runoff and then pick his cabinet. He also
wished to express his gratitude to those who
voted for him.
In the close race for vice-president,
Mauney received 39% of the vote, Burns
38%, and Tim Grant 23%. The runoff will be
held this Tuesday.
Tuesday's runoff is between "two very
qualified candidates" according to Elliott.
"Either will be a great asset to Clemson
University as vice-president."
Burns is running as "the candidate who

VOTE

Hartwell PCB
levels rising to
danger point
by Rhetta Partin
staff writer
More fish in Lake Hartwell are becoming
contaminated by Poly-chlorinated Biphenyls
(PCB). It's not that anyone is putting PCB s in
the lake— that was stopped by South
Carolina's Department of Health and Environmental Control (DHEC) in 1976.
The problem is water movement stirring
up sediment. PCBs are found in sediment,
and water movement carries PCBs.
The Water Resources Research Institute
at the Clemson Research Park monitors PCB
levels of distribution and looks for toxic
compounds that are related to PCBs. Dr.
Alan Elzerman is the Principal Investigator
for these projects.
Elzerman said there has been continuous
movement down and throughout the lake
since 1976 when monitoring began. Levels
of PCB s have typically been hi gher above Rt.
123 and lower below, yet recent findings
indicate contamination is spreading.
Advisory signs around the lake warn the
public against eating contaminated fish.
Elzerman said there is a theory called bioremediation that may someday help lower
PCB levels, but there is not any thing that can
be done now.
The main purpose of a project completed
last March was to obtain comprehensive data
about the levels of PCBs in the sediment of
Lake Hartwell in order to better understand
the contamination and evaluate possible remedial actions. Ongoing projects and studies
will continue monitoring the effects of PCBs

see PCBs, page 10
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will make a difference." He is the current
Academic Chair in Student Senate and vicepresident of College Republicans. Mauney
is running as the "common sense candidate."
He is a member of Student Senate and vicepresident of Sigma Nu fraternity.
Both Mauney and Burns want to expand
use of Tiger Stripe into downtown. Burns
supports the installation of "dead days," free
days of classes before exam week to allow
students to prepare for exams. He also stresses
the elimination of various fee increases by

improving the long-term planning.
Mauney wants to see the drop date moved
back in the academic calendar to give students a chance to get a test grade before
dropping. He also wants to extend hours at
the computer labs across campus. Mauney's
main focus is to get more students involved in
activities on campus.
The moderate voter turnout was not as
heavy as last year's "probably because there
wasn't such a smear campaign as in the past"
said Coward. She added "ARA's help in the
handing out of cookies to voters also helped."
In the Student Senate elections held Monday night^offfcers were elected for the 199293 school year. President will be Tripp
Muldrow; vice-president, Tom Gressette; secretary, Elisabeth Corbett; and clerk, Sarah
Culhane.

Jason Elliott

Student Senate elects new leaders
by Blair Stokes
interim news editor
Two newly-elected senate officials say
they will "try a more, personal, one-on-one
approach" in testing the waters of campus
opinion during their up-coming terms.
"I'm going to be calling [students] and
I'm going to be inviting them to my office
just to talk," said newly elected Senate
president, Tripp Muldrow. Muldrow was
elected Monday night and will replace
Chris Saranko as the group's head. He was
formerly the chair of the General Affairs
committee.
Muldrow said he hopes "a really comprehensive exploration of every avenue of
communications with the students" will
clear up some of the problems, or perceived problems, senate may have had in
the past.
"A lot of times students just don't even
know who their senators are," he said. An
early-semester drop-in might help better
acquaint constituents and senators,
Muldrow said. Increasing minority representation in Senate, he said is "crucial."
"We're going to have a concentrated
effort beforeelections/'saidTom Gressette,
"to get minority students out and get them

Tripp Muldrow
on the ballots." Gressette, the senate's protempore, was re-elected to a second term
Monday night.
Muldrow and Gressette agreed dialogue
will be the key issue facing Senate.
One of the ideas the two said they've
"batted around" includes requiring senators
to call five constituents per week. "If every
senator called five students a week," Muldrow
said, "we would reach 9,000 students over
the course of the year." He said he'd also like
to see Senate working more through resi-

Tom Gressette
dence hall assistants and councils to better
sample campus attitudes.
Muldrow said he thinks Student Government needs to take a more active role in
relaying student concerns to state legislators and pay more attention to community
relations. "So [student government is] expanding," Gressette said, "and turning inward."
Also elected Monday night were Elizabeth Corbett- secretary; and Sarah Culhane
- clerk.

Mac virus tracked to Cornell students
By Linda Grace-Kobas
special to The Tiger
Following a university investigation that
tracked a computer virus and its originators,
two Cornell students were arrested and
charged with computer tampering for allegedly launching a computer virus embedded
in three games into national computer archives.
Arraigned Feb. 24 in Ithaca City Court
were David s. Blumenthal, 19, a sophomore
in the College of Engineering, and Mark
Andrew Pilgrim, 19, a sophomore in the
College of Arts and Sciences. They were
charged with computer tampering in the second degree, a Class A misdemeanor.
The Albany, NY office of the FBI announced Tuesday night however that they
will not be filing charges against Blumenthal
and Pilgrim. The case apparently did not
meet the threshold requirements for violation
of the federal Computer Fraud and Abuse
Act of 1986. The statute requires that someone knowingly access a computer without
authorization. In this case, the virus was left
in public archives.
The second-degree computer tampering

charge is a class A misdemeanor punishable
by up to one year in jail, up to $500 fine, or
both.
The two were released Tuesday on $2000
cash bail.
Both students were employed by Cornell
Information Technologies, which runs the
university's computer facilities. Pilgrim
worked as a student operator in an Apple
Macintosh facility from which the virus is
believed to have been launched.
"We absolutely abhor this type of behavior, which appears to violate the university's
computer abuse policy as well as applicable
state and federal law," commented M. Stuart
Lynn, vice president for information technologies, who headed the investigation to
track the originators of the virus. "Cornell
will pursue all applicable remedies under our
own policies and will cooperate with law
enforcement authorities."
Lynn said Cornell was alerted Feb. 21 that
a Macintosh computer virus embedded in
versions of three computer games, Obnoxious Tetris, Tetricycle and Ten Tile Puzzle,
had possibly been launched through a Cornell
computer.
A virus is normally embedded in a pro-

gram and only propagates to other programs
on the host system, he explained. Typically,
when an infected application is run, the virus
will attack the system software and then
other applications will become infected as
they are run.
The virus, MBDF-A, had been deposited
on Feb. 14 directly and indirectly into several
computer archives in the U.S. and abroad,
including SUMEX-AIM at Stanford University and archives at the University of Texas,
the University of Michigan and another in
Osaka, Japan. These archives store thousands of computer programs available to
users of Internet, the worldwide computer
network.
Macintosh users who downloaded the
games to their computers were subject to a
variety of problems, notably the modification of system software and application programs, resulting in unusual behavior and
possible system crashes. Apparently, there
was no intent to destroy data, Lynn said, but
data could be destroyed in system crashes.
Reports of the virus have been received
from across the United States and around the

see VIRUS, page 11
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Horton reflects on year as president
by Terry Manning
editor-in-chief
When Jason Elliott was confirmed as the new student body
president Wednesday, his predecessor, one of the most popular
student government figures in recent history was out of a job. And
that was just fine with him.
In a recent interview, Greg
Horton answered questions about
the past year, his effectiveness as a
leader, and what he hopes will be
the legacy ofhis term of his term as
the president of the Clemson University student body for the 199192 school year.
Tiger: How do you feel about
Student Government this year?
Horton: I feel really good about
this year, in all honesty. A lot of the
things I was concerned about, we
were able to change. Our whole
attitude was more aggressive. One
of the themes for this year was to be
more aggressive. When we went to
Board of Trustees' meetings we
didn't just speak to them, we hit
them with an issue. Same thing
from the Board of Visitors to the
Alumni Association, we tried to let
them know that everything was not
peachy.
We know that Student Government does not have a lot of control
over tuition. You know, we don't
arbitrate tuition. We don't arbitrate
our housing costs. But we felt if we
at least became more aggressive
when it came down to the discussions we did sit in on, then people
would be less likely to hit us up with
the things they wanted to propose,
just thinking that we would be push

overs.
We've been aggressive in calling the news media when we had
certain meetings come up or even
for certain speeches we've made.
Jason [Elliott, former Vice-President of the Student Body] was a real
push behind that. He's more aggressive than I am. When things
come down to the Student Senate,
he's the one who will speak out.
What is the number one legacy
of your administration?
The idea of what a student government is supposed to be. We have
been behind the times in what student governments are supposed to
do for the campus. I think previous
student governments here had been
kind of one-dimensional in dealing
with the campus but we've decided
that Student Government needs to
me more aggressive not just on the
campus but in the community, at
the State level.
We've thought about how we
could get involved with issues in
the state that affect us. That's something we've seen more developed
student governments do well, and
that's something that hadn't been
done here before.
We've expended our scope this
year, and we don't need to hire
more people to do that or spend
more money.
It's just a matter of knowing
what you should be doing and doing it. There's no doubt in my mind
that Student Government can still
keep track of the day-to-day things,
the issues that need our input on
campus. But we want to do more
with the city and state.
It really does depend on a strong

Witte Cotlingham/ office manager

Horton (far left) recently went on a city tour with Clemson mayor Larry Abernathy, Marci Fuentes and Clemson merchant Leonard Keller.
Senate, so I guess one of the things
that still needs to be done is empowering the Senate. The senate
president needs to know that he is
just as important in his sphere as the
student body president is in his.
What do you mean by 'day-today' issues?
Well, like the parking issue.
We took a survey at the beginning of the year and asked students
what they were most concerned
about and they said parking. So we
have been really vigilant, if not
militant, in attending the parking
meetings this year.
I know that parking sounds like
one of those things that we can't
change, but we can. We' ve got three
people on the parking committee
[students Jason Elliott, senate Traffic and Grounds Committee chair-

Speaker stresses importance of
women's contributions to history
by Michelle Sims
staff writer
In conjunction with the National
Women's History Week celebration the department of Liberal Arts
sponsored a very dynamic speaker,
Professor Sarah M. Evans. Evans is
a History Professor at the University of Minnesota.
"Women, Citizenship, and the
Revitalization of Public Life in
America" was the topic of her address.
Evans said that the history of
women, just as with African Americans and American Indians, calls
attention to the failure to comply
with "the Law of our land," the U.S.
Constitution.
"The clause.'We hold these
truths to be self evident that all men
are created equal', only applied to
white men who owned property at
one time," replied Evans.
The lecture stressed the fact that
the American mother's soul was

strictly dedicated to home and hearth
in the early years and that these
pioneers worked tirelessly to create
missionary societies, orphanages,
homes for battered women, and
many other service organizations.
Evans said that we can thank
women for the creation of social
work as a profession, child labor
laws, and even separate prison fa-

Aah, spring has sprung!

cilities for men and women.
"The YWCA was a tremendous
gateway for Christian black and
white women to communicate," said
Evans.
Even though the achievements
of women have had a profound effect on the maturation of this society, Evans stressed that women still
have many more obstacles to overcome in "this patronistic society."
She said that the real lesson of
feminism is that women have found
identities in roles in many other
areas besides the home.
Evans is a former resident of
Clemson and her father used to be
the pastor of the Clemson Methodist Church. She is a graduate of
Duke University and the University of North Carolina at Chapel
Hill. She is the mother of two and
has been married for 25 years.
One of her many published
works is, Bornfor Liberty, which is
a history of women pioneers in
America.

Paul Morris/ staff photographer

High temperatures early in the week allowed many students to enjoy sunbathing on Bowman Field.

person Marci Fuentes, and senate
president Chris Saranko] and they
decide things like how the shuttles
are labeled, getting new lots on East
Campus, and trying to keep from
losing old lots.
When you have a strong student
representative on that kind of committee, it helps.
One of the issues I didn't run on
this year but became involved with
was academics, the things that affect the quality of our education,
like class size, the quality of teaching.
Some people say that we can't
affect class size. Well maybe not
this year, but if you raise an issue,
you are going to have some important people get on your side.
There deans and other administrators who are starting to look at
the issue of class size. Dr. Lennon
promised at the beginning of the

year to help keep the entering freshman class at about 2,300 students,
and pressure is coming at him already to raise that number.
I think that's because we made
such a big deal out of that issue this
year people are more aware of class
size. It's not so much the growth of
the student body that's the problem, but the slow growth of the
faculty.
When I hear Dr. Lennon speak,
I want to hear about research. It's
important to me and it should be
important to him, but I also want
hear him address teaching and the
quality of education at Clemson. I
want to hear about funding for
higher education.
What's been the biggest help
to you this year?

see HORTON, page 9

Panelists confront
change in structure
of state government
by Macky Hall
staff-writer
Things are going badly for
South Carolina.
The state ranks among the national leaders in infant mortality
rate, violent crime, traffic deaths
and high school dropouts. It ranks
near the bottom in per capita income, average lifespan and voter
turnout. And due to an outdated
state government the state doesn' t
know who to blame or how to
help.
Last year, frustrated by his
government's inability to react to
these problems, Governor Carroll
Campbell called for a change.
What he called for was a shift
from the legislative form of government, which has been in place
since 1895, to a cabinet form of
government which places the
chief executive powers firmly in
the governor's hands.
Tuesday night, a forum was
held in the Strom Thurmond Institute to discuss which, if any,
changes need to be made.
The forum, the third of a five
part series entitled "We the
People", is to be aired 11 a.m.
Saturday on WSPA.
Included in the forum were
Lieutenant Governor Nick
Theodore, Senator Mike
Mullinax (Anderson), Senator
Theo Mitchell (Greenville), State
Superintendent of Education Barbara Nielsen, State Comptroller
General Eaiie Morris, Greenville
City Council member Lilian
Broch-Flemming, Blair Wright,
president of the Textile Manufacturers Association and C.U.

Professor of Economics Holley
Ulbrich.
Lt. Gov. Theodore was the
panel's strongest proponent for
change, criticizing the state's current condition as a product of its
history. "What has not worked
for 100 years will not work for
another 100," he told the capacity crowd. "The time has come
for change. Change will not come
unless you and I make some
hardcore reform."
Ulbrich agreed citing her and
the
public's
lack
of
knowledge."Voting is hard
work," she said. "I would rather
elect a person as governor and
trust him to make a decision."
Brock-Flemming reminded
the forum that the government's
problems are not solely related to
structure but also to representation. "What is important about
reform is whose going to do that
reform," she said, "If you make
reform you better represent the
people. That means that if there
are 52 percent women in the
population, 52 percent of the representation should be women.
And if there are 32 percent blacks
in the population, 32 percent of
the representation should be
black."
While the majority of the panel
favored some kind of change
there were two detractors Mullinax and Mitchell.
"We only have to look at
Washington to see what the cabinet form of government has
done." said Mullinax alluding to
the Watergate scandal, "We don't
need a structure change, we need
leadership."
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South Carolina's Best Collegiate
Newspaper 1991-92

As JUDGED

BY THE SOUTH CAROLINA PRESS

ASSOCIATION FOR THREE YEARS RUNNING.

The Tiger would also like to congratulate the following individual winners:

Tyler Darden - Best Editorial Cartoon - 1st place
Chip East - Best Photo - 1st place
Terry Manning - Best Column - 1st place
Tyler Darden - Best Photo - 2nd place & Best Editorial Cartoon - Honorable Mention
Travis Goodwin - Best Editorial Cartoon - 3rd place
Craig Kling - Best Column - 2nd Place
Tyrone Walker - Best News Story - 3rd place
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Editorial
Keep mud out of
campus politics
Cheap politics have found their way to Clemson
University. With Student Senate elections on March 2
and Student Body elections on March 3, the university
has seen some pretty pitiful actions.
The Senate, from which little is expected anyway,
divided itself around the Lambda issue with the new
senators being conned into supporting certain powerful
candidates.
The elections for
student body offices
were truly sad, with
Candidates
seeking
student election should
Jason Elliott slinging
campaign on their merit and
mud all over Bryan
earn their positions.
Blackwood. It is not
like Elliott did not
have any merit to stand on; maybe he was scared of
defeat and tried anything to win. It is an animalistic
instinct to attack when one feels threatened.
Elliott's trash campaigning started on the WSBF
debate when he decided that it would be more conducive
to his campaign to attack Blackwood's platform instead
of standing up for his own goals and objectives. It was
quite ironic, seeing the minimal publicity that the debate
had, that so many people just happened to call in against
Blackwood. Sounds a little like a political set-up.
Elliott certainly did not stop here. He printed flyers
attacking Blackwood's stance on various issues, saying
that all of them were impossible or already being
worked on. Elliott's platform, expanding Tiger Stripe to
downtown, reducing class size and slowing the increase
of fees, is full of old ideas. But a little hypocrisy is
expected in politics.
The scariest thing about the whole situation is that
these people are going to be representing us, the student
body! It seems like they care more about stacking their
resumes than helping the university. This kind of politics is what creates everyone's favorite voter descriptive- apathy. Who wants to vote in a campaign where
the candidates are attacking one another instead of
showing the students what they have to offer?
Blackwood was criticized as being naive. Honest is a
much more suitable word. Maybe Elliott could learn a
few things from Blackwood - like addressing the issues
instead of attacking others.
There are enough problems in Student Government
without this sort of immaturity and dirty politics on
campus. If the candidates would try to stress their merit,
they may find out that the students are smart enough to
pick the best candidate. We are not ignorant to the issues
that surround us; just as we are not ignorant to the cheap
politics some candidates use.
Congratulations may be in order to Elliott, but they
are overshadowed by his campaign. We need powerful
leadership in the Student Government, not people
looking for good jobs upon graduation. Please, Mr.
Elliott, do not run our government like you ran your
campaign. We do not need that, nor do we want that at
Clemson. Remember that you are responsible to the
students; do what is best for them. Try to be positive
about things; nothing is impossible. Congratulations to
all of the winners, but most of all, congratulations to all
of you who ran a good, clean campaign. You are the real
winners.

Our Position:

Talkin' loud and savin' something
I would like to make a simple
request of all the people who are
being gracious enough to read this
column. Please read the letters on
the opposite page first.
The ones under the heading
"Manning column criticized as racist" are in response to my column
last week wherein I remarked on
the irony of how passionate white
men in the country are in defending
themselves against the charges of
illiteracy and laziness leveled at
Americans in general by the Japanese.
The irony, as I saw it, was that
many of these same white men will
cavalierly make the same kind of
offhand, unfounded remarks about
minorities in their own country but
they can't take it like they can dish
it.
I'm criticized for picking on
white men, but those are the ones I
see on the news. They're the ones I
hear. I know that "Americans" includes everyone in this country,
but white men are the ones who
seem to be taking these slights most
seriously.
If I didn't make that clear last
week, forgive me.
Tiger policy doesn't generally
allow our columnists the chance to
respond in print to the letters we
get, and this column adheres to that
policy. I would, however, like to
address one of the comments made
in the J.D. Henderson's letter something about being part of the
problem if you are not part of the
solution.
This accusation from Henderson seems to hinge upon the very
fact that I even talk about race
problems.
I first rebut the very idea that

E. MANNING
editor-in-chief

TERRY

TERRY
MANNING
EDITORIN-CHIEF
talking about a problem is tantamount to perpetuating it.
That's what is wrong now. No
one wants to talk about these very
real problems that exist in our
country. No one wants to talk
about the fact that many AfricanAmericans are terrible concerned
with what we view as a slipping
back to the state of race relations
before the civil rights movement.
Sure, we have the laws on the
books, but almost every day some
court somewhere is issuing a new
interpretation of civil rights discrimination that limits the scope
of these laws.
No one wants to talk about
how the politics of hate are being
played out by neo-Klansmen like
David Duke and Pat Buchanan,
who feed on the economic frustration of the white middle class.
No one wants to talk about
how there has been a general upswing in hate crimes between the
races. Korean store owners are
shooting innocent black girls in
the back; Jews and blacks in New
York city are on the verge of a
race war over what may or may
not have been an accidental death;
blacks in Miami, Los Angeles,
and the other large cities in our
country are fighting a seemingly
endless war against police brutality. Note the common thread African-Americans are in each of

these scenarios. There are others,
true, but these are the ones of note
in my community.
Why is talking about these problems in hopes f solving them racist? Evenif I am not decreeing a
"three-stage plan" to solve the problems, don'11 have the right to comment on them? Especially when
what I am saying is the truth!
Why is that Jonathan Kozol can
discuss the racial inequities in the
U.S. education system and not be
attacked as racist? How does Ken
Burns describe the horrible suffering endured by Civil War-era
blacks in his PBS documentary on
the war and not be attacked as
racist? How is that almost anyone
can talk about the problems between the races in this country and
not be attacked as racist?
As long as they're not black.
I appreciate the sincere concern
of people like Kozol and Burns and
the countless others out there who
are, and have been, concerned with
the plight of the African- American experience. We thank you for
your consideration.
But we need the freedom to
address these problems ourselves,
without being called 'racist' if, in
the scenario-of-the-hour, you happen to on the other side of the
fence. Self-reliance is what I'm
talking about, and not that "forget
who helped you get where you are"
egocentrism practiced by people
like Clarence Thomas.
I know who helped me get where
I am, and I want my children know
exactly the same thing. I just want
to make sure they can include me
in the group who helped them.
And I will not let anyone deny
me fulfillment of that goal.
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Speaking Out

Letters
Manning column
criticized as racist

Gina Jackson/ staff photographer

QUESTION:

What are you going to do for Spring Break?

To the editor:
I know exactly what you mean, Terry, when you write that we
whites hate being called lazy and uneducated by the Japanese! I
agree with you because, considering that blacks consume the
majority of welfare dollars and prison space, it seems we whites are
the only ones working.
Now, Terry, don't get upset and call me a racist (you'd like to
wouldn't you?), I'm just making an unfair generalization based on a
few ugly facts. Besides, I know its my fault as a white person that
all those potentially successful blacks are spending their time in
prison when they would much rather be out improving their
superior minds. It's my fault gangs control the inner-cities, isn't it
Manning? In fact, considering all the oppression we whites (whites
just like me, Terry) inflict on you blacks (blacks just like you,
Terry), it amazes me that you made it to college, what with you
being so poor and oppressed and malnourished. It makes me want
to kiss your chubby little black butt for rising above all that whitewrought punishment. Congrats, Terry! The clarity and truthfulness
of your editorial convinced me that you are superior to any white
man on the planet! And if you believe that....
Let's get real, shall we? Anyone (even blacks, Terry), who gets
mad at the Japanese for being super-productive should rethink his
(or her, Terry) position. The Japanese work and education ethic is
much more demanding on average than America's. One can easily
understand how the Japanese could see our work force as lazy and
uneducated because their work force has been schooled and worked
much more intensely. This does not make us lazy compared to
them, generally speaking. Such generalizations are stupid and
should be ignored, but any thinking man (or woman, Terry) can tell
you that. Speaking of generalizations, Terry, it was not wise to use
the phrase "you whites" in your article, some might take it personally. Now, generally speaking, what could we say about a minority
making up only 20 percent of the national population that takes up
70 percent of the prison cells and 60 percent of the welfare dollars?
Hmmmm If that minority were WHITE, Terry, what generalizations would you make?
I don't pay attention to the generalizations; why, that would
make me biased or even racist - wouldn't it, Lord Manning? As I
choose to use the brain God gave me, I know that all Americans
(blacks included, Terry) aren't lazy and uneducated. If you want to
call me a racist, fine. I'm calling you a racist, Terry Manning. What
is worse, you are a racist in a respectable position that allows you
access to the press. You are abusing your position to spout your trite
grumblings and jealousies. Show me you believe in equality and
freedom of speech, print this letter. But, hey, I'm white, Terry, tell
your readers it's my fault you are racist. You're editor-in-chief, boy,
at least act like you have some sense.
Matthew Cox
To the editor:
I have a dream that I share with many, but not enough, Clemson
students and faculty. It is the dream Rev. Martin Luther King spoke
of, that one day the nation would come together, and people would
be judged not by the color of their skin, but by the content of their
character. It is a dream that 1 wish the editor-in chief of The Tiger,
Terry Manning, shared with me. It is obvious that he doesn't.
Manning says in last week's editorial that "it's wrong to hate a
race, or any group of people, and the meanness that is starting to
permeate American attitudes toward Japan is frightening." I agree
with that, but the meanness that permeates many of Manning's
editorials is just as wrong. Again and again, Manning uses racist
language, such as "you whites," "oppressor" and assumptions about
white people that lead to an "us" versus "them" mentality. If this
were the first such race-based editorial I would give him the benefit
of the doubt, but it is not. His "Working for the Man" drew the
anger of members of his own race.
Hey, Terry, why do you always focus on race? Why, in your
editorials, does the word "we" usually mean black people, and
"you" white people? And why this sense of glee over Japanese
attacks upon American workers?
I am a white American, and you are a black American. What
should be important to us both is our nationality, the values this
nation holds dear, not the pigmentation of our skin. I never judged
you as lazy or illiterate, and if some white people are racist, what
should be attacked is racism, not race.
I am a member of the white majority, but unlike your article
suggests, 1 never had much money to throw around, ever. I am in
college thanks to the GI Bill. The "power structure and life-style" 1
am accustomed to is working for a living, like most Americans of
all races. I do not like the suggestion that I have ever gained at your
expense due to my race.
There are serious racial problems in our nation, and they seem to
be worsening The way to unity and brotherhood is to build bridges
across the racial divide, not attack members of other races. Hate the
hatred, not the color. If I fail to understand elements of your culture,
don't berate me for it, educate me. And don't assume that you do
not have things to learn also.
Manning, if you are not a part of the solution, then you are a part

Home to Pennsylvania to go job-hunting.

To Savannah and then to Hilton Head.

Mike Drummond
sophomore

Jennifer Cook
junior

Kim Gerber
freshmanl

Presidential primary offers little choice
By Wesley Locklair
editorial editor
South Carolina holds its primaries tomorrow, and the results could
play a significant part in the results
on Super Tuesday. The pickings for
a good candidate are very thin, but
then again this is usually the case.
The Democrats have once again
failed to bring forth a candidate
who is of any value. Sure, some of
them may have a few good ideas,
but they are too flawed and inexperienced to lead our nation. In this
volatile world situation, we desperately need a candidate with foreign
policy experience, one who can
throw-up with style and humor.
First off the Democrats offer Sen.
Paul Tsongas, from Massachusetts
(a little deja vu perhaps?). Basically his problem is that he can't
talk right and he's a hypocrite. He
makes a call for no negative ads, yet
he was the first one to run negative
ads. He won't be able to cany the
South, and he will never win without southern support.
Next there is adulterer and draftdodger Bill Clinton, governor of
Arkansas. He has some support in
the South, but his troubles with the
draft will definitely not help him.
His quickness to attack Jesse Jackson is not going to help win the
black vote either. He will probably
take the Democratic nomination
though, unless they come up with a

Carolinian's political attitudes, it
good candidate.
Bob Kerrey might show a little would not be suiprising if Duke
better in the South than he has showed fairly well in South
elsewhere due to his war hero back- Carolina (embarrassing as that
ground, but his chances of getting would be). He might have some
the nomination are very slim. He ideas that a lot of people agree with,
should drop out now and try to get but anyone with any sense has to
a vice-presidential spot with Tson- realize that he could never rule our
nation without causing domestic
gas or Clinton.
Then there is Tom Harkin, the turmoil. I was really surprised to
powerhouse candidate from Iowa. findoutthatthereareactually people
He will do okay in the Mid-West, who support Duke. And people say
but he has to realize that he's never that American voters are
going to get the nomination, so he uneducated.
Then there is Pat Buchanan, Mr.
should go ahead and return to the
America First. Let's isolate ourselves from the rest of the world
and see if we can run our economy
into the ground. He would never get
farm.
I almost forgot Jerry Brown, Mr. elected, since he has never held a
California. If you've heard him public office. He was great on Crossspeak, then you know that he should fire; why doesn't he go back? He
stay in California. He might get a sent his message to George Bush,
few votes here and there, but he is now he needs to back his party's
not what most people would con- incumbent. By the way Pat, contrary to what you've been saying,
sider capable of leading a nation.
The least the Democrats can do the tax increase under Bush was
is nominate someone else at their not the biggest in history.
Last, but not least, is George
convention. How about Cuomo or
Bush.
He might have made some
Richard Gephart? I'm sure they
wouldn't refuse the nomination. mistakes, but he has tried hard.
There's also Al Gore and Lloyd People seem to forget that ConBentson, they're not great, but at gress does have to pass the laws.
least they would be viable candi- Besides, George and Dan are aldates. George Bush deserves some ways good for some funny skits on
Saturday Night Live. Sometimes
kind of race.
Next we have the Republicans. you just have to pick the best of the
This is going to be David Duke's bad; too bad it occurs with such an
proving ground. With Sjnith_ important choice.

commentary

Viewpoints

see Letters, page 6
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Letters, from
page 5
of the problem. Check out the
teachings of Dr. King and Jesus
Christ, not Louis Farrakhan,
Malcolm X and David Duke. We
are all Americans in the greatest
nation on earth, and we should
work towards justice for all, not
justice for some. Maybe an
editorial entitled "How does it feel
to be on our side?" can one day
represent all Clemson students. At
least I can dream.
JD Henderson

Abortion is
not a simple
choice
To the Editor:
I would like to try to enlighten
you about abortion and pregnancy,
not from statistics, but from voice
of the experience. It seems as
though in every newspaper I read,
people are arguing over which is
right: sacrificing a life or a
woman's rights. I can tell you
from experience, there is NO right
answer.
Ideally, we should never have
to address this question. If we
were all practicing premarital
abstinence and using contraceptives until we desired children, and
assuming all contraceptives were
100% effective, there would exist
no unwanted, unplanned pregnancies- But I remind you that we are
all human, fallible, and no
medication of any type is 100%
effective.
At 15,1 was at the top of my

class and (as I thought then) truly
"in love" with a young man
slightly older than myself. After
about 6 months, we decided to
have intercourse. Too ashamed to
visit my family practitioner, I
contacted the Public Health Dept.
to start taking the pill. To my
surprise there was a six to eight
week waiting period for an exam.
I wanted to wait, but he convinced
me that we could use alternative
forms of contraception.
I agreed, and a very short time
followed before I unfortunately
got pregnant. In tears, I told my
boyfriend. He never even looked
at me, and turning away told me it
was MY problem. The life inside
me, WE created in what I thought
was mutual love was MY problemReality suddenly seized me, I was
alone, pregnant and had no money
to my name. All my dreams of
college, family and career were
washed away by one very devastating mistake.
I learned very quickly, any
pregnant woman has only three
choices: abortion, parenting, or
adoption. As a pregnant teen with
limited resources the decision is
even more difficult. My mother
insisted upon adoption, my father
wanted abortion, and I wanted to
keep it but had no money and only
a grade education. My father won
the battle, and the most vicious
memory of my life followed suit.
Bewildered and frightened, I
was taken to the clinic which
reminded me of a Detroit assembly
line. From waiting room to paper
work to blood test to counselor to
cashier to surgical room. Not a
single person spoke, except for the
counselor who predetermined that
since I could not control my sexual
urges that I should at least use
contraception (which I had). The
doctor performing the "procedure"
never even told me his name
before I was anesthetized. I awoke
with incredible pain and intense
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bleeding and was forced to walk to
a recovery room.
If all of this sounds horrible, it
is, and it is not exaggerated. Yet
in hind sight I realize something, I
could never myself have given that
child a normal, happy life. I am
too bitter over my own failure to
be happy with myself, much less
give happiness to my child. And
no, my child didn't deserve to die
especially in such a painful
manner (I admit the fetus probably does feel an incredible
amount of pain -1 sure did & will
never forget it). But my child
didn't deserve a life of bitter
discontent and such an ill-fated
future. Then why didn't I opt for
adoption? I couldn't explain that
in this limited amount of space.
Suppose, however, all of the
1.5 million women per year who
abort their children all opted for
adoption instead, the large
majority of these children could
never be placed in a family. I sit
in tears writing this letter thinking
that 1.5 million women are faced
with this decision each year
regardless if their reason is
consensual intercourse, rape,
deformed fetuses, etc.
We all know the majority of
unwanted pregnancies are the
result of consensual intercourse
(with or without the use of
contraception). We could cut the
occurrence of this tragedy in half
if all of us (MEN and WOMEN)
tried to cultivate non-sexual,
premarital relationships. I will
never fully recover emotionally
not just from the abortion, but
from the trauma of unplanned
pregnancy. I am not writing this
letter to encourage you to be prochoice or pro-life, I just want to
prevent any of you from making
the same mistake. I beg you please
think about this the next time you
or your partner want sex.
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All letters to the editor must be no
longer than two pages, typed doublespace, and must include the author's
correct name and ID number, address, and a phone number by which
the author's identity can be verified.
The Tiger welcomes letters to the
editor. We do, however, reserve the
right to edit letters before they are
published on the editorial pages. We
also reserve the right to reject any
letters that we find inappropriate for
publication.
Mail all letters to The Tiger c/o
Editorial Editor, P.O. Box 2097, or
bring them by the offices at Suite 906
of the University Union. Letters must
be typed and received no later than 1
p.m. on the Wednesday prior to that
Friday's issue.
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Disabilities law may result
in fines for University
by Blair Stokes
interim news editor
If Clemson does not under go
some physical and ideological
changes making daily life more accessible for disabled students, itmay
discover the power of the new
Americans with Disabilities Act first
hand.
The act calls for an end to most
all forms of discrimination on the
basis of disabilities in areas including employment, transportation,
stores and restaurants, and state and
local governments.
The act is not the first attempting
to end discrimination against people
with disabilities, according to Associate Director of Student Development Marcia Wallenius. But it is
the first to have the power of money
behind it.
"This law gives the priviledge of
people to sue, so that it means
money," she said.
To comply with the act, Clemson will need to change everything
from phones, building access, carpeting (no high pile rugs) to hiring
practices.

Employers, instead of turning
applicants away because of physical impairments must now make
reasonable accommodations such
as job restructuring and equipment
changes. "We can't say, 'You can't
be a secretary here because you
can't see.' What we have to do is
not look at the disabling condition
but say, 'Here are the qualifications
of the job, ...What can we do to help
you meet them?'"
Clemson will have a particularly difficult time upgrading the
campus since the buildings are old
and the campus itself is so uneven,
Wallenius said. "It's a tough campus because it's not level and it's
really hard to get around in a wheel
chair. But people are struggling."
The Fike swimming pool will
have to be wheelchair-accessible,
she said, as will at least one teller
machine, which should be low
enough for people in wheel chairs
to reach and should also have braille.
Though there are many changes
on campus that need to be made,
she says Clemson has already done
some things to improve disabled
access. Cracked sidewalks sur-
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Thank you to all the
members of the University
community who contributed to the 1991-92 Tiger.

rounding Tillman have been repaired she said, because "wheelchairs were getting stuck on it.
People who couldn't see well were
tripping on it." More changes have
been made in the architecture building, she said.
Campus group such as fraternities and sororities, she said, will
have to end discriminatory practices against disabled students.
Most faculty and staff have been
cooperative in making changes to
accommodate disabled students, she
said. "All classes are accessible;
not all classrooms are. The professors have moved classrooms for
years that were not accessible."
Wallenius said the university will
probably call in authorities to survey the campus and point out
changes that need to be made.
"Clemson has held three workshops
already because everybody's concerned at Clemson that we meet the
code."
MYRTLE BEACH S.C.
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HORTON, from page 2
I'll tell you, it's the Cabinet. It's
been very heard for me to manage
them this year, because they have
all been very headstrong. They don't
have this idea that I'm supposed to
tell them what to do. Which is good.
Supposedly the new design of
what organizations are supposed to
be is not the traditional bureaucratic set-up, and that's what we
have come to by accident. Greg
Powell [in charge of Research and
Development] is going to do what
he wants to (laughs).
When I appointed the Cabinet, I
wasn't necessarily looking for Student Government people; I just
wanted good people.
We have people like Tina
[Locatelli] and Cam [Cameron
Turner] who have been working on
social awareness issues. Those two
have been strong all year on
women's rights and social issues.
They came up with the idea for
condomgrams, and they're working on social awareness programs
for freshman orientation.
Another good thing is the Minority Council having a representative on the Cabinet. We've already
seen dividends from that. In the
midst of plans for the social awareness programs, Donna Smith [Minority Council co-chairperson] said,
'Listen, we need to tell them about
racism on campus. We need to have
a program about that.' Everyone
was just stunned at how good an
idea that was.
I feel good about the Minority
Council being on Cabinet.

Come Early
Seats Go
Fast

Saturday
JVigkt

Has this year's Student Government made the 'investments'
for later years' students to get the
proper returns?

9:00

Oh yeah. It's really tough to talk
about things that you have to leave
on the shoulders of the next year's
people, things you have to rely on
them to finish.
But Greg Powell has been working on the committee to get the
cable TV station set up and he'll
never see a cable station here. He
still feels, though, like he has to get
the group together to take up the
pace when he graduates. He's
worked on the teacher evaluations,
and it will be next year before we
get to see all that information go
out.
Tina and Cam have been working on the social programs and they
won't even be here this summer.
Our treasurer Jamie Harper has left
a legacy of "tightness" for Student
Government and that's never been
there before.
Everything we are doing now,
from class size to other issues in
education, are long-term things. The
state level activities we' ve done are
long-term, but I think that within
the next three or four years a state
student association will form.

live Entertainment
featuring
Melviu Black and Amy Henderson

What will you do after you
step down?
(Laughing): Probably come over
[to The Tiger] and do some writing.
But after I've had some time off.

Live it.
Breathe it.
Do it.

The Tiger will return
March 27. See ya!
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Brown campaign gathers steam Soviet speaks on
by Susan Baer
(c) 1992, The Baltimore Sun
WASHINGTON - After his surprise victory in the Colorado primary and a strong showing in Maine
last week, former California Gov.
Edmund G. "Jerry" Brown Jr. may
finally be shedding the "Gov. Moonbeam" title.
The strong showings by Brown,
the unorthodox politician with the
turtleneck shirts and the muchtouted 800 number, has added another twist to a campaign that has
been relentless in confounding pollsters, pundits and politicians themselves.
'I'm just getting confuseder and
confuseder," joked former Democratic National Committee chairman John C. White. "This may be
the most surprising campaign year
I've ever seen. You could have
owned my house if you had told me
six months ago that Paul Tsongas
would be in the position he's in.
And you could have owned the lot
it sits on if you'd told me Jerry
Brown would win Colorado."
"He's earned some respect," political consultant Greg Schneiders
said. "He's earned some attention.
But it's still a long way from where
he is now to actually winning significant primaries."
Democratic strategists say that
the race has now come down to two
front-runners - former Massachusetts Sen. Paul Tsongas and Arkansas Gov. Bill Clinton - and a wild
card in the form of Brown.
Brown, who studied Zen Buddhism in Japan and worked with
Mother Teresa in India after losing
a 1982 Senate race, has run aggressively against the political system,
against Washington, against corruption - most pointedly against the
influence of money on campaigns.
He has limited his own contributions to $100, and calls for a flat 13
percent tax plan.
Many political observers explain
his appeal and surprising success
much the way they explain the surprising momentum of the insurgent
campaign on the Republican side.
They say Brown is to the Democrats what former television commentator Patrick J. Buchanan is to
the Republicans: a protest vote.
"He gives vent to the anger a
significant number of people feel,"
said Maryland Rep. Steny Hoyer,
who endorsed Clinton. "He's more
of a message candidate than a specific alternative. He's not as far out
of sync as Buchanan is, but they'reboth vehicles for people to express

anger at the system."
Similarly, the 53-year-old bachelor candidate is capturing voters
dissatisfied with the front-runners,
say some Democrats. "Clearly, he's
become the none-of-the-above candidate," said California legislator
and former Rep. John Burton.
And his pro-environment, antiestablishment "We the People"
message is also something that appeals to the young, liberal, idealistic voters that University of Virginia
political scientist Larry Sabato calls
"the Ivory Soapers: 99 and 44lOOth's percent pure."
"He appeals to environmental-

early 'space race?

ists and cynics and the very idealistic young who see the world in
blacks and whites, not grays,"
Sabato said.
Syndicated columnist Mike
Royko, who came up with the "Gov.
Moonbeam" label (and then renounced it in 1980 after being impressed by Brown's speech at the
Democratic convention), believes
the candidate's Colorado victory is
nothing more than a response to his
ecological message.
"I assume it means a lot of people
in Colorado like the sun and mountain breezes and clear water," Royko
said.

by Jody Horton
staff writer
Russian astronomer Alexander
Gurshtein presented first-hand
knowledge of the "Race for the
Moon"erainSovietcosmonautics
Tuesday afternoon in Lee Hall
auditorium.
He gained this first-hand
knowledge serving in the Soviet
Space Design Bureau, the Soviet
version of the U.S.'s Jet Propulsion Laboratories. While involved
with the Soviet space program,
Gurshtein headed a division for
planning lunar and planetary missions, and was involved in map-

PCBs, from page 1
and any real or potential remedial
actions.
Background in the 1991 report
says DHEC traced the contamination back to the Sangamo Electric Company's capacitor
manufacturing facility. Sangamo
used PCBs for 21 years before
they began using a waste treat-

ment system that removed PCBs
from their discharge. Sangamo
was the seventh largest user of
PCBs in the U.S. in 1976.
Ongoing studies like the ones
at Clemson may someday provide the answers necessary to
clean up valuable resources like
our own Lake Hartwell.
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Academic Research Service
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Spring Break '92

ping regions of the moon.
Gurshtein described the "Race
for the Moon" as the beginning of
the great economic decline of the
Soviet Union.
He explained that, starting with
the Space Race, Soviet leaders
became focused on creating outward signs of Soviet/Socialist
dominance (including military
strength, advances in science, and
the training of superior Olympic
athletes ) while ignoring everyday economic troubles.
Gurshtein said he views the
current conditions in the Soviet
Union as "payback" for the continuation of this destructive trend.
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Bush moves right in hopes of
recapturing fading momentum
by Karen Hosier
(c) 1992, The Baltimore Sun
WASHINGTON - President
Bush, whose political center of gravity has often shifted in election seasons, is now tilting hard right in
response to a conservative challenge to his nomination.
Some question whether he's
moving in the correct direction.
Virtually all of the president's
campaign rhetoric and several concrete actions in the past several
weeks, such as firing the controversial head of the National Endowment for the Arts and repudiating
the 1990 budget deal with Congress, have been aimed at wooing
the disaffected right wing back to
the GOP fold.
"We just want to make it clear
that we want the conservatives to
come back," said White House
spokesman Marlin Fitzwater. "We
understand there is a protest vote
out there but we need their (the
conservatives) help in November
and we want their support."
There is some doubt among political analysts, however, about
whether this tactic can be effective
in reaching the nearly one-third of
Republicans casting anti-Bush protest votes, many of whom tell pollsters that they are more concerned
by the president's handling of the
economy than ideological issues.
"It hasn't worked so far," said
Republican consultant Kevin
Phillips.
"During all of this advanced pandering, he's done nothing but go
down in the polls. Maybe he's succeeded in convincing everyone he's
just as opportunistic as some groups
already thought."
Some Bush supporters fear that
by courting the right wing so strenuously, the president may be alienating moderate Republicans who are
just as crucial to his re-election and
more likely to take comfort in a
centrist Democrat.

"My concern is that we'll fall in
the same trap the Democrats often
do, which is moving to one pole and
leaving our middle exposed," said
Tom Rath, an adviser to the Bush
campaign in New Hampshire.
"There's got to be a message to the
middle that they've got a home in
the party, too. At the moment that
message is not being sent."
During more than 30 years in
politics, Bush has changed ideological suits several times to fit the
climate.
As a young congressman from
Houston in the 1960's, he was an
early proponent of civil rights and
considered a moderate. Before joining Ronald Reagan's ticket in 1980,
he was a supporter of Planned Parenthood and opposed a constitutional prohibition against abortion.
He moved sharply right during
the years as Reagan's vice president, repudiating his position on
abortion and becoming an arch-foe
of government regulations. His
presidential campaign was laced
with right-wing appeals, particularly the pledge of no new taxes and
what many considered a racist advertising campaign attacking prison
furlough programs.
But as president, Bush gravitated back toward the center. He
emphasized environmental and education issues, signed a sweeping
civil rights bill and agreed to raise
gasoline and other taxes in a move
to cut the deficit and curb spending.
Now, faced with a distracting
and potentially debilitating challenge from conservative commentator Patrick J. Buchanan, the
president is riding the pendulum
back again.
The sacking two weeks ago of
NEA chairman John Frohnmayer,
who had long been a target of conservative critics for agreeing to finance sexually explicit art, was one
of the first clear signs. Another was
Bush's disavowal this week of his
compromise with Congress on

taxes, a penitent attempt to regain
credibility with conservative voters that he had resisted until he was
punished for his breach of faith in
the New Hampshire primary.
The president has also gone out
of his way to appeal to anti-abortion and religious groups. He scheduled a photo session Monday with
the National Right to Life Committee, which announced its January
endorsement of his candidacy, and
granted a interview to columnist
Cal Thomas, whom the White
House considers a channel to conservative groups.
"None of this (image) stuff
makes much difference," said Allan
Lichtman, a professor of political
history at American University.
"Voters are concerned this year with
the big issue of the economy. If that
picks up, Bush will be unbeatable.
If it doesn't, then it will depend on
what kind of candidate the Democrats offer."
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ally considered a "worm" since it
was self-perpetuating, caused major damage in high-level systems.
Morris was convicted under the
1986 Computer Fraud and Abuse
Act and fined $ 10,000, given three
years probation and ordered to do
400 hours of community service
by a federal judge in Syracuse,
N.Y.
The new virus differs greatly
from the Morris worm, Lynn said.
"This virus is not to be compared
with the Morris worm, which independently moved from machine to machine across the
network," he explained. All
Macintosh users should take appropriate measures to be certain
their systems are not infected with
the vims.
(This story was borrowedfrom
the Cornell News Service. News
Service science writer William
Holder also contributed to this
report.)
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world, including Wales, Britain,
Lynn said, adding that he has no
estimate for the number of individuals who might have obtained
the games.
As soon as the virus was identified, individuals and groups
across the country involved with
tracking viruses sent messages
across computer networks to alert
users who might have been affected by the virus, Lynn added.
The virus has since been removed
from all archives and "disinfectant" software available to the
Internet community has been
modified so that individual Macintosh users can purge their computers of it.
"Our sense is that the virus was
controlled very rapidly," he said.
In 1988, Cornell received national attention when graduate studentRobertT. Morris Jr. launched
a computer virus into important
government and university research networks. That virus, actu-
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The Tiger will be holding senior
staff elections on Sunday March 9.
Applications must be submitted
March 6.
The following positions are up for
available:
• Editor-in-chief*
• Managing Editor
•Business Manager
• Advertising Manager
•News Editor
• Editorial Editor
•Time-out Editor
• Sports Editor
• Office Manager
•Copy Editor
• Head Photographer
*One year of experience required for editor-in-chief
Id ii.]
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Hollyday brings jazz to Tillman, bebop style
Twenty-two-year-old already has
three albums and European tour
by Michael C. King
asst. time-out editor
"Overwhelming, truly ferocious energy"
is how Christopher Hollyday's new album is
described. This energy was displayed on stage
in Tillman Auditorium last weekend as saxophonist Hollyday and his talented band, consisting of a pianist, a vertical bassist and a
drummer, rocked the weak-hearted audience
members right out the door.
The crowd, which consisted of mostly
senior-citizen season-ticket holders, started
leaving during the middle of the first set and
most were gone immediately after the intermission. The reason for the mass exodus was
not because the music was bad, just that the
music was too fast and up-tempo for them.
One older couple commented, "We're old,
too, but we're silly," meaning they enjoyed
listening to this young kid create some headshakin', foot-tappin' bebop reminiscent of
Charlie Parker, Walter Davis, Cole Porter
and even Duke Ellington.
Christopher Hollyday was born in 1970 in
Norwood, Mass., near Boston. He first started
playing saxophone at age nine and by 14 had
most of Parker's solos memorized and made
his professional performance debut.
This tour, which comes after a swing
through Europe, supports his latest release,
The Natural Moment, his third CD recorded
before the age of 21. He and his band has
appeared in concert opposite Harry Connick,
Jr. and was profiled on CBS News Sunday
Morning.

Hollyday, clean-cut, tall and slim, was
backed by a band that could be imagined as
the band Living Colour in dress suits instead
of wet suits. They were talented enough for
Hollyday to sit back and enjoy their music on
several occasions. The bassist and pianist,
jammed all night; the bassist was workin'
and the pianist reminded me of the Bugs
Bunny cartoon where his fingers knotted up
because of his fast playing style.
Ronald Savage was an intense, softly powerful drummer, which means the sticks rested
softly between his fingers, but the room still
boomed. He played a small #ive-piece set,
but what power was condensed in there.
This was demonstrated during the band's
rendition of Duke Ellington's Caravan. He
also showed his versatility on an earlier cut
which featured a clinic on sweet, smooth
brush drum techniques.
The CD's liner notes, written by Neil
Tesser, includes the initial quote above as
well as this analogy: "Calling this music
'intense' is a bit like referring to a tornado as
'windy.'"
This kind of music especially appeals to
young jazz enthusiasts while at the same time
scaring away the older jazz historians. Sounds
familiar, several generations not liking music that is essentially the same.
The Natural Moment provides a nine song
sampling of this wiinderkind's talent on the
alto saxophone as well as "the fact that Christopher Hollyday has built and polished a
band, not a backdrop."
His songs combine classical jazz and bebop

Christopher Hollyday
with his own modern touches. Also his songs
end hard as opposed to fading out. "I like to
have endings on my tunes," Hollyday says,
"If you're trying to make a statement, you
should have a period at the end." Songs to
listen for on Moment include the opening cut
mentioned above, as well as "Had to be Brad"

CU faculty members present
saxophone and piano concert
Lillian Harder and Mark Greer give
"pretty awesome" show in Daniel
by Ottie J. Balser
staff writer
"Pretty awesome, isn't
it!" This overheard exclamation from an audience
member at Tuesday
night's saxophone and piano concert at Daniel Hall
Auditorium, fairly describes that show.
On this night, Clemson faculty members,
Mark Greer, saxophonist,
and Lillian Harder, pianist, put together a musical medley that held a
nearly full Daniel Hall audience captivated. If broad
smiles and boisterous discussions of pieces played
are any indication, the audience loved the performance.
The performance, like
the piano laden stage, was very
tactful and simple and was lined
from start to finish by classical and
contemporary sax pieces accompanied by a substantial amount of
"ivory tickling." From a Sonata

Wilte Collingham/ office manager

Mark Greer

UH

composed by Bernhard Heiden to
a more contemporary piece, Nuage
Musique, composed by Sonny
Burnette, musical listeners experienced auditory delight in the expression of every emotion through

MM

Greer's manipulation of each
piece.
Adding to the performance was
a sax solo of Improvisations by
Mark Greer for the alto sax originally composed by the Japanese
composer, Ryo Noda, for a ballet
performance.
In addition to Greer's sax was
the experienced piano playing of
Harder. Coming off a solo performance in the Jupiter Symphony of
New York three weeks ago, Harder
played with style and charisma
com-plimenting the saxophone on
every note.
Every note was indeed "pretty
awesome." Although this duo may
not be ready for a night on Bourbon Street, they did perform magnificently. From the opening
Sonata unti 1 the final romantic Aria
dedicated by Greer to his wife,
Caroline, the show was spectacular, leaving listeners in a lighthearted and jovial mood.
However, there is one thing that
could have made the evening
slightly more enjoyable: the promise of an encore. But for now,
Greer and Harder, rest assured they
created a musical gem.

and "Johnny Red."
If you're into jazz, or if you think it is too
mellow for you, check out the stylings of
Chris Hollyday, especially on The Natural
Moment CD. You may be surprised at the
sounds this young, soon-to-be-legend saxophonist creates.

Andre the Giant stickers
showing up worldwide
by Jody Horton
staff writer
If you' ve managed
to escape the glare of
this T 4", 520 lb. giant around campus in
the last few months,
consider yourself as
one of a lucky few.
That's right, Andre's
in town -and he has a
Posse.
The phenomena of
"Andreing" is the
brainchild of Sheperd
Ferry of Charleston,
S.C. who now attends
college at Rhode Island School of
the Arts.
Ferry began "Andreing" alone,
but he quickly gained avid supporters. Now, just 5 years later, the
grimacing mug of Andre the Giant
can be found all along the East and
West Coasts of the United States.
The infamous Andre sticker has
even spread abroad to Europe and
as far East as Hong Kong. Andre
stickers reportedly can be found on
the Great Wall of China and the
Eiffel Tower. There was even one
on the Berlin Wall prior to its destruction - all according to an inside
source here at Clemson.
Andre stickers come in all sizes,
the smallest being about the size of
a quarter, and the largest to date and
estimated 8' x 8' model constructed

on a billboard along Hwy. 26 in
Charleston - a masterpiece that required some 50 separate pieces!
So what does this all mean anyway? Is "Andreing" a part of some
bizarre social statement? Is Andre
planning a return to "Professional"
Wrestling? Could he be teaming up
with his arch enemy Hulk Hogan to
form the ultimate tag-team duo?
According to the newest member of
Andre's posse here at Clemson, it
all means "...absolutely nothing."
While it is difficult to understand the motivation behind
"Andreing," and may indeed be
better not to try, it remains an intriguing -though somewhat bizarrephenomenon that will, no doubt,
continue to grow.
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Chevy Chase gives strong
performance in Invisible Man
by Chris Moore
staff writer
John Carpenter, the man who
brought us Halloween, Starmah and
They Live, brings us yet another oddity with his new film, Memoirs of an
Invisible Man. The movie stars
Chevy Chase, in one of his first serious roles, as Nick Halloway, a securities analyst who is transformed into
an invisible man during a freak laboratory accident.
Sam Neill plays Halloway's antagonist in the role of David Jenkins,
a high-ranking official in the Security Intelligence Agency who wants
to find the invisible Halloway and
turn him into the ultimate spy for the
U. S. Government. Daryl Hannah
plays Alice Monroe, a documentary
film director who falls in love with
Halloway, and tries her best to deal
with his new invisible predicament.
Unlike the shaky blue screen effects found in the original, black and
white movie, The Invisible Man, this
updated remake of the classic H. G.
Wells story uses enough flawless,
high-tech special effects throughout
to keep you interested, as well as
dumbfounded. From Halloway's

pants running through a local park
to Holloway inhaling cigarette
smoke into his lungs, the invisibility effects in Memoirs, which were
done by the technological wizards
at Industrial Light and Magic (who
were behind the visual effects in
Terminator 2 and The Abyss), are
some of the main reasons this film
is so fun to watch.
As for the acting, Chevy Chase
does more than his share. Although
stereotyped by his involvement in
such comedic hits as National
Lampoon's Vacation, Fletch, and

Rating: ***l/2
Caddyshack, Chase finally shows
in Memoirs that there is more to
acting than just making silly faces
or doing pratfalls. He is allowed to
show a more dramatic side to his
acting talents than he ever had to
do in any of his earlier movies. In
fact, this noteworthy performance
by the former Saturday Night Live
star could possibly open up more
doors for dramatic film roles in the
near future, because the studios
might take him more seriously for

once.
The main theme of this movie is
invisibility, but in the movie it means
more than just the physical sense.
Thecharacter of Halloway is shown
in the beginning of the movie to be
a guy with no real convictions, no
real beliefs, and no real goals in his
life. In a way, he was invisible long
before he became invisible visually. Through his experiences with
transparency, he learns about the
faults in his life, and he knows he
needs to change. The film uses the
invisible gimmick to resolve the
main character's empty life and help
the character's mental development,
as well.
Memoirs of an Invisible Man is
an entertaining bit of filmmaking
that goes beyond the limits of visual effects, while at the same time
carries the moral message that we
should live our life, and not let it
pass us by. Although there are
some elements of the film, such as
the abrupt ending, that tend to hurt
the movie's credibility, Chase's
strong performance as Halloway
carries the movie, which says a lot,
since he's invisible throughout most
of the picture.

The Shenandoah Express
Known as the Un-royal Shakespeare Company, this
exciting troupe will perform Merchant of Venice Sunday.

Television and 90210 can damage you for life
I've all of the sudden turned
against television. Maybe it is the
Media in American Politics class I
took last semester, or maybe the
Broadcasting: History and Criticism
class, but it could be my communication minor in general.
My roommate and I have had a
long running disagreement over
whether to watch shows such as The
Price is Right, Classic Concentration, Oprah Winfrey, Mama's Family, M.A.S.H., The Love Connection
and Beverly Hills 90210, or to spend
time doing more constructive things
with our short lives. I say we should
not waste time staring at the t.v.
screen.
Naturally, I'm right.
We will never be successful in
life by spending 4 hours a day - 28
hours a week - watching game shows,
old re-runs, talk shows and 90210
each week. These non-informative
programs fail to add any insight into
the meaning of life, nor do they educate us about the reality in which we
live.

Furthermore, many shows on
network t.v. portray characters in
roles which misrepresent men and
women in society. Consider Claire
on The Cosby Show. She's the one
who plays the role of supermom: a
successful lawyer who has raised
five children, still looks beautiful
at 50-years-old and yet continues

AMY
HENDERSON
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to come home and cook dinner
each night — not to mention all
the house guests, family members
and friends she entertains in her
home. If that's reality, it must be
reality of the third kind. But then,
Claire does have a bad n ight every
so often.

Bring a lunch to
Russia seminar
by Allissa Savage
staff writer
You probably never thought that
peanut butter sandwiches and Russia would be synonymous, but on
March 10 they will, as Clemson resumes its foreign country lecture
program entitled "Lunch and Learn"
where students are encouraged to
"brown bag it" to hear a Clemson
international student comment on life
in their homeland.
A Russian graduate student, Katya
Kontor, will head up a small group of
International Soviet students who
will discuss how education in Russia
differs from the United States. Other
topics such as history, geography,
religion and culture will also be discussed as how they are viewed in
Russia and how they differ from our
own.
Kontor is from Moscow and is
currently taking part in the MBA
program. She explained that the lecture will present all aspects of her
country, not just education.
Kontor plans on speaking of education as part of Russian culture.

"American high schools aren't so
great, the higher the level the harder
it is to succeed," said Kontor. "In
Russia it works the other way, you
get the hard way all the way
through.
"The main focus is on the educational systems of there and here,"
said Louis Bregger director of the
program, "It will be an interesting
lecture with what's happening in
Russia now."
There were two "Lunch and
Leam" seminars scheduled for this
semester, one on Russia and another about Kenya. The program' s
theme is educational systems and,
by using international students, the
program is able to show other countries through the eyes of someone
college students can identify with.
Sponsored by the Office of International Programs and Services,
the "Lunch and Learn" Russian
seminar will be held in the Palmetto Ballroom next Tuesday,
from 12:15- 1:15 p.m.
The seminars are free, and open
to all Clemson students, faculty,
staff and local residents.

Then consider the 90210 crowd
of teenage hunks and raving beauties. They all drive expensive cars,
live in huge houses and look like
perfect 10's in bathing suits (they
spend half their time at the
beach)Theirhair is always in place,
even after being caught in a rainstorm, and they dress up for school
everyday. Everyone in the Beverly
Hills High School thinks the main
characters are so wonderfully perfect, probably because the guys like
the black mini skirts the girls wear
every other day and the girls love
Dillon's sideburns.
The problem with shows such as
these stems from the ideas about
society that they reinforce to viewers. For example, modern women
believe they can and should be
supermoms like Claire (by having a
career and raising a family). Teenagers and college students become
envious of others who drive nice
cars and have perfect bodies, as
these are status symbols on television. Neither of these greatly in-

crease the quality of life, but on
90210 they sure seem to.
Enough 90210 bashing... The
show does have a few good points,
albeit too few. Every other week,
the characters stress important issues including donating blood,
wearing condoms, stopping friends
from drinking and driving and keeping hand-guns out of the house.
In addition, I do feel that there
are a several interesting, thoughtprovoking programs on television
today, but most intellectually-oriented shows only appear on channels that cannot be accessed on
campus without cable.
My philosophy: we are in college to learn about life and ourselves, and to mature into thinking
adults, not to turn into a school of
couch potatoes. And even if we
could all have a perfect life with a
wonderful family, expensive cars,
a huge house, a muscular physique
and a great career, we never would
if we spent all our free time in
college watching t.v.

German club play
provides language,
laughs after break
by Michael C. King
asst. time-out editor
The German Club and the Language Department is sponsoring a
play to be presented on March 26. Tante Freida is described by
director Leon Seamon as a "rollicking comedy about Aunt Freida
who comes to visit and annoy her sister-in-law, nephew and niece."
The nephew, Ludwig, who is about 10 years old, is played by
Derik VonRecum, who is six feet six inches tall. He is the principal
character in the subplot to drive Aunt Freida, played by Holly
McCord, and her evil mouth away. Valeria Kesler plays the long
suffering mother of Ludwig and Annchen, played by Denise Illes.
Other cast members include Doug Toth as local councilman
Steinberger and Annchen's love interest, along with Dana
Hollingsworth and Tracy Ward as two old bags in a train station.
The play is provided mainly for students of German 101 and 102,
but students of higher level classes or even a slight knowledge of the
German language should enjoy the antics of every character. The
play includes a lot of visual humor, sound effects, a live parrot and
a couple of other surprises, so it should be a lot of fun.
So after your return from spring break, take an additional evening
off and see this free, one day only play. Tickets are free, actually they
are nonexistent, so just show up at the door of Daniel Auditorium
Thursday, March 26, before 8 p.m. and grab the best seat you can
find.

Around
and About
Tiger
Town
Friday, March 6
Deceived, Y-Theatre, 7
& 9:15 p.m. Admission $2.
Saturday, March 7
Deceived, Y-Theatre, 7
& 9:15 p.m. Admission $2.
Sunday, March 8
The Good, the Bad and
the Ugly, Y-Theatre, 7 &
9:15 p.m. Admission is free.
"Merchant of Venice,"
performed
by
the
Shenandoah Express, 8
p.m. in Tillman Hall Auditorium. For reservations
and ticket information, call
the Union box office at 6562461.
Monday, March 9
"Macbeth," performed
by the Shenandoah Express, 8 p.m. in Tillman
Hall Auditorium. For reservations and ticket information, call the Union box
office at 656-2461.
Tuesday, March 10
Russia, Lunch and Learn
seminar series, 12:15 p.m.
in the Palmetto Ballroom.
"Much Ado about Nothing," performed by Actors
from the London Stage,
Tillman Hall Auditorium.
For reservations and ticket
information, call the Union
box office at 656-2461.
Wednesday, March 11
"Suicide Squeeze,"
Southern Circuit Film and
Video Series, 8 p.m. in the
Y-Theatre. Free to the public.
"The Tarnished Phoenix," performed by Actors
from the London Stage,
Tillman Hall Auditorium,
8 p.m. For reservations and
ticket information, call the
Union box office at 6562461.
Thursday, March 12
"Much Ado about Nothing," performed by Actors
from the London Stage,
Tillman Hall Auditorium,
8 p.m. For reservations and
ticket information, call the
Union box office at 6562461.
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Bryan Adams holds
concert in Charlotte
by Kim Geczi
staff writer
Finally, the long awaited return
of Bryan Adams to the music scene
has come along with the release of
his new album Waking Up the
Neighbours.
With his #1 hit ballad, "(Everything I Do) I Do it for You," off the
Robin Hood: Prince of Thieves
soundtrack, soaring to the top of the
charts in August, not only did his
new sound become popular, but so
did the old favorites like "Cuts Like
a Knife" and "Summer of '69."
Other hits from his new album
include "Can't Stop This Thing We

Started," "Thought I'd Died and
Gone to Heaven" and "There Will
Never be Another Tonight" which
are all doing well on the charts.
Along with the new album,
Adams is also going on tour for the
first time since the summer of 1987.
He will be coming to Charlotte
Coliseum on April 9, and tickets
will go on sale tomorrow, March 7
through Ticketmaster.
So all you Bryan Adams fans, go
out and enjoy an evening filled with
those old familiar tunes of yesterday and the new ones of today which
are bound to be just as popular as
the ones we grew up listening to.

there zvillbe no tiger
ne?(t weef^due to staff
etections. Sorry, guys!

Actors from the London Stage
(1. to r.) George Raistrick, Bernard Lloyd, Trevor Baxter, John Dougall, Meg
Davies. This talented group will present several Shakespeare plays next week
during the Shakespeare Festival. Get your tickets before they are gone.

STUDENTS, FANS
ALUMNI,
FACULTY

Beautiful cherry/mahogany
shadowbox timepiece. The
ultimate in exquisite decor.
Accurate to 10 seconds a month,
this quartz wall clock is a
beautiful reproduction of
Clemson's officially licensed
orange indicia. Clock measures
12"xl2", with matching double
beveled mats, A A battery, 5
year guarantee and complete
satisfaction. $54. plus $4.00
shipping. (N.C. residents add
$3.24 tax). Send check, VISA,
MC with exact name, expiration
date and street address to:
Martek Limited
Collegiate Timepieces
P. O. Box 15160
Charlotte, NC 28211
(704)364-7213
Phone orders VISA, MC Call:
1-800-487-7213
FAX orders: VISA, MC Call:
(704)364-7213
- 48 Hour Shipping -

Make sure your road trip proceeds without a hitch.

<*■

Sometimes road trips can be a little more adventurous than you
i<tyh) «)* dpi *T*0 1

expect them to be. Which is why you should always pack your AT&T'Calling Card. □

It's all you need to make a call from almost anywhere to anywhere. It's the least

expensive way to call state-to-state on AT&T when you can't dial direct. And now,

0YOU MAY BE

MISS
Q1992
)SOUTH
^CAROLINA

you could also get 10% back

^liThe State Finals
■« to Miss 1992
> iWorld America
ifor Women 17-25.
ic Compete for
ri: Scholarships and
:i-Prizes.

on all the long distance calls you make with

your card* □ The AT&T Calling Card. It's the best route to wherever you're going.

AT&T

Call more, save more with an AT&T Calling Card.
Call 1 800 654-0471, Ext. 5915.

3TO APPLY,
CALL
1803)787-2062

man

Get 10%
back

• Must make at least $30 worth of AT&T Long Distance Calls with your AT&T Card per quarter. Calls covered by special
AT&T pricing plans are not included.
©1992 AT&T
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collegiate crossword

Ifo ^aCf^oj Xigtr ^oxvW
Relax and Enjoy Yourself At Our
Sports Lounge In Glass-Enclosed Upper Deck!

PflSTfl HOUSE

(Owned by a CRAZY Chinese chef who LOVES Clemson sports)

Italian Cuisine, Stwk^&Seafoqd_Jj
4126 Clemson Blvd. Next to Holiday Spa in Anderson SC
Monday-Saturday 4:00 pm until...Sundays 12:00 noon until 8:00

Oiappjy Oiours "Daily!
NOW OPEN FOR GOURMET X-PRESS LUNCH!
MODAY-FRIDAY 11:30-2:30.

Complete (Dinners Start at only $5.95

231-8811

mm mn %

© Edward

Julius
Collegiate CW8718
45 French relatives
10 Capital of Sicily
11 Adversaries
47 Subject of the
12 Sadat succeeded him
movie, "Them"
1 Having magnitude
14 Indian soldiers
48 Feeling honored
7 Occur
15 Sitting, as a
50 Arrividerci
13 Underwater ICBM
statue
51 "Give
try"
15
roll
20 Suffix for detect
52 Sparkle
16 Hug ■
23 Dutch scholar
54 "My boy"
17 Pierces with a
25 More domineering
55 State tree of
sharpened stake
27 Kitchen gadget
Georgia (2 wds.)
18 Ostrichlike bird
29 Understand
57 Cleverly avoiding
19 Roman general
31 Illuminated
59 Arab jurisdiction
21 Dorothy's aunt,
33 Shout of surprise
60 Experiences again
et al.
36 French money
61 Famine
22 Cupola
37 Antony's wife
62
rat
24 Wanders about
38 Bowling term
25 French cheese
39 Spay
26 Mortimer ——
DOWN
40 Wearing away
28 Desire
41 Spot
Rushes
29 Jim Nabors role
College dining room 42 talked wildly
30
pace
44 On a lucky streak
Egg part
32 Museum sculptures
46 Most rational
Hagman, for short
34 Bio
48 Writer Sylvia
Soviet sea
35 Owns
49 Removed by an
Kitchen gadget
36 Bill Haley and
editor
Organic part of
the
52 Capricorn
soil
39 More inquisitive
53 Mark with lirtes
8 Location of the
42 Happen again
56 Blunder
Matterhorn
43 Most common
9 "Harper Valley —" 58 Relative, for short
written word
ACROSS

Last Day To Withdraw
From A Course Or The University
Without Receiving Final Grades
Friday, March 13,1992
Is The Last Day
For withdrawal From
A Course Or The University
Without Receiving Final Grades
To Withdraw From A Course,
A Student Must:
...Pick Up A Course Withdrawal
Form
From The Student Records Office
104 Sikes Hall
...Secure The Signature Of The
Academic Advisor
And The Course Instructor
(Or Department Head)
...Return The Course
Withdrawal Form
To The Student Records Office
No Later Than 4:30 P.M.
Friday, March 13,1992
Non-Attendance Or Cessation Of Class
Attendance Does Not
Constitute Withdrawal
Note: Many Scholarship, Loan And Grant Programs Require That The
Student Maintain Full-Time Enrollment. For Undergraduate This Means
A Minimum Of Twelve Semester Hours.

"^r»"*^N "^v» ,w}v*'^**'i*fa Y^^^*^1^ '*7<fc

JAMAICA

from $419

PANAMA CITY
BEACH, FL

/ ninfitii hohchhont

hotai cm $> &

Campus reps still needed!!!
CP JIC» [TRAVEL

iSKHLVSCEfl

120 N. Aurora St., Ithaca, NY 14850

1 800-648-4849

WESC-FM 92 WELCOMES ...

o

^ "\V

HEJAZ SHRINE TEMPLE
REDS TRIPLE "R"

°VW*
tf

,PRA

WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP

1

<*Z*s

<&>*

Twin Lakes Rd.
Clemson, S.C.
(Indoor Arena)

T. Ed Garrison
Livestock
Arena

Bareback Riding
Saddle Bronc Riding
Bull Riding
Steer Wrestling
Calf Roping
Barrel! Racing
Team Roping
•

Wild Horse Racing
AND MORE...

Friday, March 13, 1992
Saturday, March 14, 1992
Sunday, March 15, 1992

8:00 EM.
8:00 EM.
2:30 EM.

Tickets available at Ag Sales Center
TICKET PRICES:
VIP Reserved Seats - $10.00
All Other Seats - $7.00

SANCTIONED

* * * *

FOR TICKET INFORMATION CONTACT:
(803) 277-4386 or 1-800-833-8409
Reds Triple "R" Telephone (803) 843-6557
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Trout fishing just around the corner

Clemson
Office Products

by Chip McDaniel
staff writer
Over the past few weekends I
have seen plenty of cars packed
with students zooming past me and
giving me confused looks as I
struggle into my waders and fishing vest on a road beside the
Chattooga river. Rarely do I see
one of these cars stopping to take
advantage of the fishing or simply
the river itself. In a way, I'm glad
they don't stop. It means more fish
for me, but I' m tired of being stingy.
The fact is that some of the best
trout fishing in the Appalachians
can be found less than an hour west
of Clemson. The best part is that
the trout are now biting and I can't
remember when it has been better.
After you have caught a few,
There is no better way to spend
switch to a small spinner. These
a sunny Saturday afternoon than
shiny minnow imitations are best
fishing knee deep in the clear green
when cast upstream and retrieved
water of the Chattooga. To really
directly downstream. Catching trout
do it right, take a picnic basket,
on a spinner is harder than catching
your dog and your girlfriend or a
them on corn, but your first one
couple of buddies. Find a riverside
caught this way will be one you will
pasture, spread out a quilt, eat a big
remember.
lunch and then spend the rest of the
The greatest challenge in trout
day exploring the bends and
fishing is to angle for them using a
stretches of the river with your
fly rod. The flies that trout fisherfishing pole.
man use imitate many different
The easiest way to catch these
types of insects, namely mayflies
small but tough mountain trout is
and their younger nymph forms.
with a small hook baited with a few
Hooking your first trout on a fly rod
kernels of yellow canned corn. For
can take quite a while so be patient.
the beginning trout fisherperson,
Relax: that is what fishing is all
this is the simple way to learn where
about.
these fish hide themselves in the
Remember some common courclear water.

Wc\z ©tgsr will be taking a
break with everyone else.
We'll see you again on
Friday, March 27.

Victoria Square
College Ave.
Pad Folios, Diskettes, Computer Supplies,
General Office Supplies.
********************************

*
courtesy of Chip McDaniell

tesy when you go to the river. Cut
back on the use of corn; it's neither
very sporting or ethical. Pack out
all your trash and release ALL of
your fish. Remember to purchase a
fishing license: $10 for residents
and $35 for non-residents.
To get to the Chattooga: Take
S.C. 28 west through Seneca and
Walhalla. Once you are through
Mountain Rest, you will begin to
see the river to your left. Taking
S.C. 107 off of 28 will take you to
the fish hatchery and Burrell' s Ford,
another good access point.
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In Clemson

New in 1989
*
*
*
*
Furnished and unfurnished
*
*
2 bedroom townhouses and flats
*
*
2 full baths
*
*
Washers and dryers in all units
*
*
*
*
1 mile to campus
*
*
Lots of storage space
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
********************************

Zoned For Four People
Call Now
646-7003

Every Tuesday,
All Day!

WHAT CAN YOU EXPECT FROM CLEMSON
UNIVERSITY TOASTMASTERS CLUB?
PROFESSIONAL IMAGE
• Self Confidence
• Leadership
• Marketability
• Interviewing Technique
COMMUNICATION SKILLS
• Body Movement
• Eye Contact
• Vocal Variety
• Listening
ORGANIZATION
• Prepared and Impromptu Speeches
• Control Business Meetings

LOCATED
ON CAMPUS
AT THE
EAST CAMPUS
CONVENIENCE
STORE

TACO
'BELL.

6

Original
Tacos

JOIN TODAY!
Contact Don Burgess 858-3258
Tuesdays At 7:10 P.M.
Room 101 Nursing Building
TOASTMASTERS-FOR BETTER LISTENING, THINKING,
AND SPEAKING
PROMOTION IS FUNDED BY A GRANT FROM THE PEARCE CENTER
FOR PROFESSIONAL COMMUNICATION

mm

*».******»*

TRY OUR NEW STEAK SOFT TACO.
WE HAVE TOSTADOS, CHICKEN TACOS AND BURRITOS.

««&

J

FREEDOmftlPGE*
APAftTftENTS 1

Taco Tuesday
TOASTMASTERS
INTERNATIONAL

+

1
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1992 movies include
Stephen King's Sleepwalkers
by Michael C. King
asst. time-out editor
Have you been missing out on
some good movies lately? Have no
fear, the preview list is here. All
you ever needed or wanted to now
about upcoming movies right here
in one organized, comprehensive
forum. NOT!
Coming up sometime this spring
is an adventure starring Tim Daly
and Penelope Ann Miller called A
Very Good Year and a horror/suspense film called Stephen King's
Sleepwalkers. This movie, which
stars Madchen Amick of Twin Peaks
fame, describes what scares the
horror master himself.
A big movie to look for this
summer is the action/comedy Mo'
Money starring, produced and written by Damon Wayans of Living
Color fame. Also this summer look
for Honeymoon in Vegas starring
James Caan and Nicolas Cage,
Single White Female starring
Bridget Fonda and Jennifer Jason
Leigh, and especially A League of
Their Own featuring Tom Hanks,
Geena Davis and Madonna.
A movie that shows lots of promise is Bram Stoker's Dracula, directed by Francis Ford Coppola.
This version of the classic 1897
novel stars Winona Ryder (think
she'll be dressed in black?), Anthony Hopkins (from Silence of the
Lambs), and Keanu Reeves. Pretty

good staff, huh?
This fall promises to bring us
laughter. Three comedy features are
offered, including The Pickle (a Paul
Mazursky joint), Hexed, written and
directed by Alan Spencer of Sledge
Hammer fame, and the killer, Mr.
Saturday Night, starring, written;
produced and directed by Billy
Crystal.
The late fall/early winter season
will bring us a comedy starring
Dustin Hoffman, Geena Davis, and
Andy Garcia {Internal Affairs), tentatively titled Hero. Next, Rob
Reiner will present a drama with a
strong cast.
A Few Good Men stars (get ready,
girls) Tom Cruise, Jack Nicholson,
Demi Moore, Kiefer Sutherland,
Kevin Bacon and Kevin Pollack.
This film adaption of Broadway's
longest running drama must have a
tremendously high budget with a
cast like that, but that definitely
does not mean a quality movie (remember Hook and Hudson Hawkl),
but we'll wait and see what Siskel
and Ebert have to say.
And of course, what movie season would be complete without a
film by the master himself, Martin
Scorsese. The Age of Innocence is a
romantic drama starring Michelle
Pfeiffer, Daniel Day Lewis and that
workhorse Winona Ryder (what
color will her hair be in this one?) in
an adaptation based-on the novel by
Edith Wharton.

How much for the little red wagon?
Bobby (Joseph Mazzello, 1.) and his older brother, Mike (Elijah Wood), must
cope with a volatile stepfather and life in a new neighborhood in Radio Flyer.

The Luck of the Irish
is with you!
Save 25% on any
Green Tradebook

Buchanan/orPresident
Americans should not tolerate
being lied
to
about taxes,
quotas, and government policies!
Send Mr. Bush a strong message:

<♦ even a wee bit of green ♦
March 6 - March 13
at the

University Bookstore
In

the

Republican

excludes
textbooks &
discounted
Bestsellers.

Primary.

Putting and Keeping
* America First *

GOLDENWOODS
May Rentals
$525
$325 to $485

Two Bedroom Townhouse
Two Bedroom Flats

Special
$375 to $400

One Bedroom Flats
Utilities Included

6544339

654-4344
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Model UN to represent
Funk and roll bands bring unique
Haiti conference
style, food products to Clemson

by Amy Henderson
time-out editor

Members of Model UN are going to New York for the National
Model United Nations Conference
April 14-18 where Clemson will
represent the delegation from Haiti.
According to Jim Ellison, president of Model UN, "students from
mainly the U.S. and Canada, but
some from Japan and Germany [will
attend the conference]."
Ten members in all are going,
plus the advisor Dr. Martin Slann, a
political science professor who specializes in international politics.
The students from Clemson will
be on nine separate committees as
one 'diplomat' is sent to each one.
Different committees in the Model
UN include economic and social
councils, and GATT (General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade).
"The goal is similar to that of the
debate team, to try to represent the
foreign policy of Haiti as accurately

as possible, and to be as aggressive
as you can," Ellison explained. "We
will have to come up with a resolution—a statement of beliefs and
idea of what should be done—and
make negotiations behind the scenes
[for the country of Haiti]," he said.
"It is very much like the real UN."
"We get judged on how well we
do," said Ellison. "We represented
Egypt last year and received an

club profile
Honorable Mention. Clemson was
in the top 25 delegations out of
170."
There are about 20 members in
Clemson's Model UN at present.
The organization meets every Sunday at 6 p.m. in Strode 206, if people
are interested in joining. Several
majors are represented in Model
UN including political science, history, engineering and the sciences,
but the club is open to anyone interested in international affairs.

Ugly Kid Joe in Atlanta, Yams from Outer Space in Clemson
by Michael C. King
asst. time-out editor

Two alternative bands are
playing in this area soon. One has
managed to cross that not-so-fine
line between esoteric and popular mainstream and the other
might in the near future. Ugly
Kid Joe, out of LA and recently
gaining prime-time airplay on their style as "Quality so good you
MTV, will be playing the Mas- can step in it and wipe it off on the
querade in Atlanta tomorrow curb."
night. The opening act will be the
The other band will be playing a
War Babies. UKG, known for the little closer to home. Yams from
song "Everything About You" Outer Space appear at the Underfrom Wayne's World, will open ground Wednesday, March 25. Infor Ozzy Osbourne this summer. fluenced by "a diabolical mix of
Their EP,As Ugly As They Wanna early '70s funk, classic rock and
Be, features five-songs including jazz fusion," the Yams come out of
a rendition of Sweet Leaf, the old Virginia with a big, original style.

7SSUPREMEPIZZA
* Plus £?zy2nd medium pizza for just $Z1 more! pi^^a

-Hut.

Black Sabbath number, as a lead in
to "Funky Fresh Country Club," a
song that sounds very similar to the
club band Jonny Quest.
Influenced by KISS, Ohio Players and ABBA, these kids describe

concert preview

Their live show is described as
"unique and hilarious" and should
provide "bounceable, high energy,
groove-oriented rock and roll," as
well as several food props such as
pickles, Vienna sausages, spam and
watermelons. Keep an ear out for a
thrash version of the '70s Helen
Reddy hit, "I Am Woman."
Bands as original as this don't
come around often and, for the
most part, tend to survive longer
than one-hit-wonder bands you
hear so much (then so little) of
these days.
Take a study break and enjoy a
fun-filled rollicking evening with
one, or both, of these bands. Ugly
Kid Joe and Yams From Outer
Space - names hard to forget, shows
easy to remember.

1992 AUGUSTA
INVITATIONAL
REGATTA
at Augusta's Riverfront
Marina on the Savannah River, Saturday,
March 28,1992,
beginning at 9 a.m.
$3 admission with
your student ID.
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United States and
French Lightweight
Olympic Teams will be
participating in this
years event along with
approximately 40 other
college and international teams.

9 Invitational
9
2

A live band will

Authority Building on
Riverfront Drive.
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6-TOPPING SUPREME

For special
accommodations rates
call1-800-226-0243

^MEDIUMSUPREME PIZZA

Any 2nd medium pizza
$/t more!
©1992 Piua llui, ii»c.
Umiicd lime offer at participating rouuunu itvJ deli very uiiiu.
N« vjij
Not
valid wiih
with Any «hcr
other oflcf. Limited dcW«y
ildwcry area. OITw
Offer cxpu-u
cxpi/ci A|>riJ
A|)rU 5, 1992.

4lut.

COUNSELOR/
TEACHERS

THERE ARE
REWARDS...
If you enjoy the outdoors, are adept at camping, hiking and sports activities, and can positively influence people, we invite you to pursue
a rewarding future as one of our Counselor/
Teachers, As a leader in quality programs for
youth-at-risk, we have immediate LIVE-IN positions available in our year-round wilderness
camps in FL, NC, TN, Rl, VT and NH. You'll be a
role model for troubled kids, ages 10 to 17,
which requires an excellent attitude and strong
communication skills. Child care experience/
college degree is preferred.
We offer a starting salary of $ 14,664 and comprehensive benefits, including room and board,
life/medical insurance, and paid vacations
and holidays. For consideration, please call our
Staff Recruiter, Suzanne Gutch, at 919/
632-8905 or send your resume to: ECKERD
FAMILY YOUTH ALTERNATIVES, INC., Rt. I, Box
270, lowgap, N.C. 27024. An EOE, M/F.
Drug-free workplace.

A Student Community
• 2 bedroom and 2 bath
~>^K
• Completely furnished
'f^^zhl
• Washer and Dryer in each unit
L_JS|i
• Shuttle bus and swimming pool

...AND THEN THERE
ARE REWARDS.

Call Greg and reserve the apartment of your choice

654-3263

BREAK THE CYCLE:
:HANGE YOUNG LIVES

■iwrrriTiFiimmiTni iv

* Variable lease terms
• 1-4 students
• Summer session rentals
• Organizations Welcome
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Now you have a choice
even the Supreme
Court can't take away!

' X

"So what ever you want, just call
What D'Ya Want"
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Special Only

99*
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Delivery Charge

%

mtLttcfiie. dedwry
PLH

No Mimimum Order
No Maximum Order
We Accept Cash &
Local Checks
Limited Delivery Area
750 20 Oz. Coke Products
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X BURGER
X KING
X
X Whopper
X w/cheese

653-5750
653-5748
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DELIVERY HOURS:
Sun.-Thurs.
3:00 p.m.-11:30 p.m.
Fri.
3:00 p.m.-1:30 a.m.
Sat.
3:00 p.m.-12:30 a.m.
DELIVERY MENU
2.59
2.39 Chicken Sandwich
w/cheese
2.89
2.69
2.99
Bacon Dbl. Cheeseburger ....2.50 Broiled Chicken
6
Pc.
Chicken
Tenders
2.29
Hamburger
95
9
Pc.
Chicken
Tenders
3.39
Cheeseburger
1.09
2.39
Double Cheeseburger
2.05 Hot & Spicy Wings
Deluxe Hamburger
1.39
2.39
Deluxe Cheeseburger
1.59 Cheese Sticks
2.39
Ocean Catch
1.99 Pizza Rolls
Onion Rings
Small Fries
Regular Fries
Large Fries

1.15
90
1.15
.1.39

Apple Pie
Pecan Pie
Lemon Pie

Kentucky ixiea

VA«+,IA3WT TIVIIAA

1.09
109
1-09

Sun Thus

DELIVERY HOURS:

X
HI*; A1»*VM
p- -- °° p- X
ClUCKen.
Fri.
& Sat.
3:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m.
X CHICKEN SANDWICH DELIVERY MENU
6 HOT WINGS
X With Fries
2.39
With Fries
2.39
PC. MEAL DEAL
6 NUGGETS
X 2W/Small
& Biscuit
2.79
With Fries
2.99
X ORIGINALPotatoes
RECIPE
.
3.95
W/Biscuit
2.49 W/2 Sm. Side Orders & Biscuit
X 23 Pc.
W/2
Sm.
Side
Orders
&
Biscuit
4.99
W/Biscuit
3.75
X 5 Pc.
W/2
Sm.
Side
Orders
&
Biscuit
7.15
Pc. W/Biscuit
5.89
W/2
Lg.
Side
Orders
&
4
Biscuits
16.65
11.00
X 10 Pc
22.69
15 Pc
17.29 W/2 Lg. Side Orders & 6 Biscuits
X KENTUCKY NUGGETS
6 Pc. 2.05
9 Pc. 2.89
20 Pc. 5.75
6Pc. 2.39
18 Pc. 6.35
X HOT WINGS
Small .85
Large 2.05
SIDE ORDERS
X Cole Slaw, Mashed Potatoes, Baked Beans, Gravy,
Potato Salad
X FRIES 1.05 CORN .95 or 3/2.36 BISCUIT .55 6/2.55 12/4.49
LITTLE BUCKET PARFAIT .95
X NT, PUDDING .69
3:00

m 9:

m

DELIVERY HOURS:
Sun.-Thurs.
5:00 p.m.-9:30 p.m.
Fri. & Sat.
5:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m.
Egg Roll (1)
Fried Chicken Wings (6)
Moo Goo Gai Pan
DELIVERY MENU
Chicken Fried Rice
5.80 Chicken Lo Mein
Shrimp Fried Rice
6.50 Shrimp Lo Mein
Beef Fried Rice
5.90 Beef Lo Mein
Roast Pork Fried Rice
5.80 Roast Pork Lo Mein
House Spec. Fried Rice
6.70 House Spec. Lo Mein
Vegetable Fried Rice
5.80 Vegetable Lo Mein
Sweet & Sour Pork
7.20 Shrimp Kew
Sweet & Sour Shrimp
7.70 Kung Boo Har Kew
Sweet & Sour Chicken
7.80 Kung Boo Steak Ding
Kung Boo Gai Ding
*7.80 Pepper Steak
Beef Pan
Cantonese Boneless
Chicken
7.80 Beef W/Broccoli
Chicken W/Broccoli
8.20 * = SPICY

x\
x\
x\

x\
-r

X
r;

Of
1.35
4.05
7.40
6.60
7.20
7.00
6.60
7.90
6.60
9.30
*9.90
*7.90
7.50
7.90
8.40

#10 - Ranger - Chopped Sirloin Steak
4.09
#11 -Western -Large Filet Mignon
10.09
#12 - Stagecoach - Chopped Sirloin Steak .4.29
#14 - Colt 45 - Chopped Sirloin Steak
4.69
w/Onions & Peppers or Mushroom Gravy
#15 - Shish-Ka-Bob - 8 Ounce
5.29
DELIVERY HOURS: #16 - Ribeye -10 Ounce
8.99
3:00 p.m.-9:30 p.m. #17 - Steak Sandwich
4.69
#18 - Shrimp Platter w/Slaw & Cocktail
5.39
& Tartar Sauce
DELIVERY MENU
#21 - Chicken Strips w/Honey, BBQ or
5.99
Sweet & Sour Sauce
NEW!! We Have Added Western Sizzlin'
#22 - Beef Liver w/Onions & Peppers
3.59
To Our Selection!
#26 - Chicken Strips w/Honey, BBQ or
5.09
Sweet & Sour Sauce
# 1 - Broiled Sirloin Steak ( 8 Oz.)
5.99
#27 - Broiled or Fried Flounder....
6.49
# 2 - Trail Blazer (US Choice Club Steak) ..6.59
w/Slaw & Tartar Sauce
# 3 - Marshall - Broiled Sirloin Tips
5.19
#28 - Steak and Shrimp
8.39
w/Onions & Peppers or Mushroom Gravy
Above served w/choice of Baked Potatoes or Fries
# 4 - Dude - 8 Oz. New York Strip
8.39
#25 - Diet Plate - Chopped Sirloin Steak
4.29
# 5 - Maverick -10 Oz. Super Top Sirloin ..8.29
Served w/Cottage Cheese & Peaches, No Potato
# 6 - Petite Sirloin - 6 Oz
4.79
House Salad w/1000 Island, Blue Cheese,
# 7 - Round-Up - Steak on a Stick
4.79
Ranch or French
1-09
# 8 - Cheyenne - Sirloin Strips
5.19
Home Made Desserts
# 9 - Gunsmoke - Large & Thick
9.39
Cheesecake - Plain/Blueberry/Cherry
1.15
12 Oz. Super Top Sirloin
Hot Fudge Cake
1-15

1ST,
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Upcoming Sports Events
Head out to Tiger Field for a
weekend of fun, sun and runs.
Undefeated and 14th-ranked
Clemson plays host to Wake
Forest for the next three days.
Game time is 3 p.m. today and
2 p.m. Saturday and Sunday.

Spirts
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Tiger Facts
The Lad)' Tigers take
on N.C. State in the
ACC Women's Tournament Saturday at 3
p.m. Clemson has never beaten
the Lady 'Pack in the 15 years
of the conference tourney.
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Tigers use pitching to scalp pair of Eagles
by Bill Zimmerman
staff writer
Technically, it's still winter. Besides that,
their season ends in the spring.
But CU's boys of summer blew away two
birds of a feather this week, defeating War
Eagle-mascotted Auburn twice and the
Winthrop Eagles once.
The team traveled to Plainsman Park in
Auburn for two weekend games. Clemson's
Tigers won the opener, 4-3, despite problems
on the basepaths. Mike Holtz picked up the
win by holding AU scoreless in the final four
innings, but Clemson stranded five runners
in scoring position, and had three called out
in close plays at third base. Clemson head
coach Bill Wilhelm was disappointed with
the win.
"When you play that poorly on the road,
you can usually expect to get the 'L'," he said
after Saturday's game. "We really played
badly, and the calls really went against us."
Wilhelm was also disappointed by the
heart of his lineup.
"We didn't get one hit out of our three,
four, five and six hitters," he said.
But Chad Phillips, Keith Williams and
Ted Corbin each had two hits, and leadoff
man Billy McMillon led the way by going 3for-4 and scoring two runs while readjusting
to playing first base.
"It was scary the first couple of days," said
McMillon of the return to his high school
defensive position. "I'm getting used to it
again; it's getting more comfortable."
Tyler Darden/semor staff photographer

Billy McMillon went 5-for-7 at Auburn to lead the Tigers in their first road series of the season.

The NBA's greatest
of all time? No
question: It's Mike.
Jack McCallum of Sports Illustrated
deemed him "unquestionably the most
famous athlete on the planet and one of its
most famous citizens of any kind." I deem
him "the greatest basketball player that
ever lived." Who am I speaking of? But of
course, Michael Jordan.
Jordan, the third overall pick in the
1984 NBA draft by the Chicago Bulls,
stands 6'6", weighs in at 198 lbs. and,
being just 18 days past his 29th birthday,
is in the prime of his already illustrious
career.
First, let's take a look at the numbers—
the most obvious place to see Jordan's

Duke makes a pact with the Devil,
escapes LittleJohn with a victory
by Bob Sayre
staff writer

excellence. Heading into his eighth season in the league, Jordan is by far the
premier scorer in the league. According
to the Chicago Bulls MediaGuide, through
last year's World Championship season,
Jordan's career scoring average is 32.6
ppg, the highest of any player in the
history of the NBA or the ABA. His
playoff average is a step above that at 34.6
ppg. He is also a career 52 percent shooter
and drains a highly respectable 85 percent
from the free throw line. Not only can
Jordan score, he can play defense and
dish the ball to the open man. On his
career, he has averaged 6.3 rebounds per
game, 5.9 assists and 2.9 steals. Not bad
for a scorer.
Then there are the accolades. Jordan is

It wasn't supposed to be this close.
In the most obvious analogy, the No. 1
Duke Blue Devils were supposed to be the
wrecking ball, and the Clemson Tigers were
supposed to be Johnstone Hall. But once
again something funny happened in
Clemson's Littlejohn Coliseum, and this script
never quite took form.
Clemson nearly pulled off on Wednesday
night what Don MacLean, Tracy Murray and
the rest of the "best of the west" U.C.L.A.
Bruins couldn't come close to this past Sunday. Although they lost to the nation's top
team 98-97, the Tigers gave the Blue Devils
all they wanted and more.
Did the trip out to Los Angeles and back
wear the Blue Devils down?
"No," Duke coach Mike Krzy zewski flatly
denied. "That had nothing to do with how we
played tonight. Clemson had everything to
do with the way we played tonight.
"I thought it was a sensational effort by
Clemson," continued the always classy Coach
K. "They did nothing to lose the game. It was
a shame they lost. Efforts like that have to be
appreciated by everybody, and it certainly
was appreciated by me."
Solid defense, strong rebounding and hot
shooting put the Tigers up 70-51 with 14:26
to play in the second half. A sell-out crowd of
11,500 was in an absolute frenzy. "It was the
best feeling in the world," said Whitney reflecting. "But the crowd can't go out there
and win the game for you. You have to go out
there and do it on your own."
Clemson came within a hair of doing just
that. A minute and a half earlier, Krzyzewski
had benched the entire starting unit as a sign
of his displeasure for the team's effort.

see JORDAN, page 25

see DEVILS, page 26
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see SCALP, page 24
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Chip Hasl/liead photographer

Antonio Lang may have let this rebound slip form his grasp, but
it was the Tigers who lost their seemingly firm hold on the game.
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Lady Tigers approaching peak, NC A As at same time
Bryan leads Clemson resurgence
heading into ACC Tournament
by Geoff Wilson
sports editor
Any college basketball coach
will tell you that a strong finish to
the regular season earns a high seed
in the NCAA Tournament.
Going into this weekend's ACC
Women's Tournament, Lady Tiger
Head Coach Jim Davis has to think
his team is finishing strong. With
two wins last week, Clemson is
now 19-8, having won seven of its
last eight games, with the only loss
coming to top-ranked Virginia.
Davis's mind wasn't on basketball last Thursday night, however,
as the Lady Tigers prepared to host
Oral Roberts. The day before, he
began to feel a sharp pain in a small
area of his chest.
He went to Anderson Memorial
Hospital Thursday morning for
tests. He was diagnosed with a peptic ulcer and was kept overnight.
His absence had little ill effect
on his team however, as they
pounded the Lady Titans, 98-54.
The game was never really close, as
the Lady Tigers jumped out to a 4824 halftime lead and cruised from
there. Everyone saw at least eight
minutes of action, and no player
was in for more than 21 minutes.
Shandy Bryan paced Clemson
with 17 points and eight rebounds

in only 18 minutes of action. Kerry
Boyatt-Hall chipped in 15 points
and senior Kim Stephens added 11.
"Oral Roberts is not as bad a
team as the ladies made them look,"
said Davis.
On Saturday night, Davis was
back on the bench for the final ACC
game of the season against Duke. A
win for the Lady Tigers would wrap
up the third seed in the ACC Tournament and a date with a surging
N.C. State team. A loss would drop
them into the fourth seed and a
matchup against either Florida State
or UNC, and, more important, the
side of the bracket containing Virginia.
It was also the final regular-season home game for four seniors:
Stephens, Shanna Howard,
Courtney Johnson and Cheron
Wells.
It was no cakewalk, but the Lady
Tigers earned the third seed.
With 28 seconds left and the
score tied at 59, Wells calmly nailed
the game-winning three-pointer.
Duke had a chance at tying the
game, but a three-point attempt was
no good, and Bryan tacked on a free
throw to make the final 63-59.
There were six lead changes in
the second half after a 30-29 Clemson halftime lead. The Lady Devils
held their last lead at 58-56 with

2:30 left on a Dana McDonald
baseline jumper, but Bryan answered with a bank from the left
side. Both teams made one more
free throw to set up the finish.
Duke outclassed Clemson on the
boards, pulling down 50 rebounds,
compared with Clemson's 36, the
second-largest deficit of the season.
Bryan once again led all scorers
and all rebounders with 16 and 13,

respectively. Wells finished with
11 points, and Johnson added 10.
The ACC Tournament begins
Thursday night at 7 p.m. at
Winthrop Coliseum in Rock Hill
with eighth-seeded Duke taking
on cellar-dweller Wake Forest.
On Saturday, seventh-seeded
Georgia Tech takes on secondseeded Maryland at 1 p.m to open
the quarterfinals. Then, the Lady
Tigers face the sixth-seeded 'Pack

from N.C. State at 3 p.m to close out
the afternoon session.
The evening session begins with
top-seeded Virginia against the winner of Duke-Wake Forest at 6:30
p.m., followed by fourth-seeded
North Carolina squaring off against
fifth-seeded Florida State.
The semifinals of the tournament are Sunday, with the finals
broadcast live on SportsSouth Monday night.

IL The National College
Amestoy earns both playing time, crowd
support with hard work during freshman season Newspaper College Basketball
Top 25
by Brian A. Carpenter
staff writer
Swish. The crowd goes wild as
Amestoy nails the outside jumper
for three. Without hesitation, he
takes it inside against some of the
best of the ACC. Many times he can
be seen ripping down rebounds with
little effort. With plays like this, the
6'6", 200 lb. Ryan Amestoy is starting to make his presence known.
In a time of the season where
Clemson is needing an added spark,
Amestoy is providing the fire off
the bench. His play has been impressive, and he has been rewarded
with increased playing time.
Amestoy has become the crowd
favorite, evidenced each time by
the ovation he receives when he
steps on the floor.
"It feels good, but you can't get
too caught up in that or you might
get your mind off the game," said
Amestoy of the crowd's favorable
reaction.
Ryan has come into a program
that is young in experience but rich
in talent and has had to contribute.
He seems to have handled the adjustment well as he has contributed
to each game he has entered.
"I guess it's something I've
adapted to," he says. "If s not something I really expected. You always
want to get the chance to play and to
do some good things."
The freshman has given fans
hope and comfort when looking to
the future. He gives the team added
fuel off the bench. If Amestoy continues his impressive play, the bench
is somewhere he will rarely sit.
In his senior year at Brookwood
High School in Snellville, Ga., Ryan
averaged 24 points and seven rebounds a game, while shooting a
sizzling 54 percent for the threepoint stripe. Amestoy also brings in
an additional skill that the Tigers
desperately need help with: freethrow -hooting. Ryan shot an impressive 85 percent from the charity
stripe in his final season and 90
percent his junior year.
Ryan was recruited by Clemson
and Wake Forest out of high school
with other limited recruiting from
some of the ACC. Other schools

Witte Cottingham/office manager

Ryan Amestoy
told him that he only possessed the
three-point shooting ability and
lacked skills in other areas such as
speed and rebounding.
"You can't always go around
listening to what other people say
about your game," Amestoy said
of the critics. "You have to have
confidence in your abilities and
always work to improve different
parts of your game. I'm not out to
prove anyone wrong; I'm just out
to do the best I can."
Amestoy describes his reasons
for coming to Clemson by
saying,"the main reason was the
ACC and the competition." He also
liked Clemson for its location in
relation to his home.
Ryan has come in and had an
impact in many games. "Beating
Florida State was a big highlight,"
Ryan says of one game where he
had a major impact.
Clemson has exceeded the expectations of most experts with hard
play from players like Amestoy.
Even with the team vaulting over

preseason expectations while encountering much adversity along
the way, Amestoy says the season
hasn't been without frustration.
"It can be frustrating at times,
and it's a learning experience, but
you don't want to use that as an
excuse," said Amestoy of the season. "We're still learning and coming along. The team as a whole is so
young and is finding out what it
takes to win big games."
Amestoy looks toward the future positively and mainly concentrates on winning and improving
his play. He may be the next premier three-point shooter in the ACC
and, he take his game on to some
sort of professional rank. Ryan
chooses to take things as they come
and not look too seriously to the
pros yet.
"That's always your dream in
the back of your mind," he says. "I
just want to get as good as I can get
and if that takes me to play professional ball somewhere, then that's
great."

Points
399
377
376
337
323
314
287
277
264
257
243
218
...197
192
157
H9

1. Duke (16 no. 1 votes)
2. Indiana (2)
3. Kansas
4. Arizona
5. UCLA
6. Ohio State
7. Arkansas
8. Missouri
UNLV
Southern Cal
Kentucky
12. Oklahoma State
13. Michigan State
14. North Carolina
15. Alabama
16. Syracuse
118
17.Tulane
18. Michigan
117
19. Cincinnati
108
20. Georgetown
93
90
21 Florida State
49
22 DePaul
.48
23. SetonHall
.30
24. St. John's
.27
25.LSU
•
Others receiving votes: Nebraska 19,
Texas 15, Massachusetts 13, Oklahoma
12, Iowa 8, Georgia Tech 8, Connecticut
6, UTEP 4, Stanford 4, Memphis State 3,
Houston 2, Wake Forest 1, Kansas State
1. (As of Mon., March 2)
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Tigers declawed by own mistakes

(803) 654-7432
654-8431

by Brian W. Judski
staff writer
If curiosity kills the cat, then
turnovers terminate the Tigers.
The Clemson men's basketball
team stumbled and fumbled a season-high 25 times last Saturday,
enabling the Virginia Cavaliers to
gain an easy 69-49 victory over the
Tigers in the battle to vacate last
place in the ACC.
The loss left Clemson (14-11,410) in a tie for last with Maryland in
the conference standings.
"We had too many turnovers in
the first half," Coach Cliff Ellis
said. "We turned the ball over too
many times. This set the tone for the
game."
As has been the trend in Clemson losses this season, Ellis had the
simple explanation for his team's
play.
But there were no excuses needed
on this day, as Virginia dominated
both ends of the court.
After jumping out to an early 94 lead, Clemson proceeded to go
the next eight-and-a-half minutes
with only one bucket, falling behind 18-11 with 8:03 left in the half.
Ryan Amestoy's jumper from
the top of the key closed the gap to
20-16 at the 5:52 mark, but Anthony Oliver countered with the next
eight Virginia points, and the Cavaliers took a commanding 31 -20 halftime edge.
"You have to give all the credit
to Virginia's defense," said
Amestoy, who continued his solid
play with seven points in 20 minutes. "Everyone on their team played
great man to man defense. They
were all over us."
The 20 points tied a Clemson
low for the worst first half output of
the season. In addition, the Tigers

CHERYL AARON
Highway 123
Clemson

Witle Cott in gharri/office manager

The Cavs floored Steve Harris and the Tigers.
managed just 15 shots.
Virginia struck early in the second half, building leads of 35-20
and 42-27, before five different
Tigers ignited an 11-2 run that
pulled Clemson within six at 44-38
with 12:20 to play.
But once again, the Cavaliers
answered, as consecutive Bryant
Stith jumpers built the lead back to
double digits and left Clemson still
searching for their first ACC road
win in two years.
Clemson shot 51 percent (2039) from the field, while hitting
their first eight shots in the second
half. But the turnovers, combined
with 11 Virginia steals, prohibited
the Tigers from getting better scoring opportunities.
"I had extreme difficulty get-

ting my shots off," said center
Sharone Wright, who pulled the trigger only three times. "They were
doubling down on me and I had a
hard time getting the ball."
Wright finished with five points
and six rebounds.
Devin Gray led Clemson with 16
points, while Corey Wallace scored
nine and Amestoy chipped in seven.
The balanced Cavalier (13-12,
6-8) scoring attack was led by Stith,
Corey Alexander and Cornell
Parker, who each contributed 12
points.
"We gave ourselves a chance to
win and we backed down from it,"
added Ellis. "We allowed them to
be more physical than we wanted
them to be."
Welcome to ACC basketball.

Attorney at Law
criminal defense
DUI • drugs

We're
Looking Forward
To Your Visit
To
North Myrtle Beach
During Spring Break
And Easter
Second Avenue & Hillside Drive
North Myrtle Beach, s.c. 29597
(803) 249-2404

TD'S of Clemson
Invites you to attend our

4th Annual
Pre-Spring Break/St. Patrick's Day Party
Wednesday March 11th
Come Check Out The Fun & Festivities

Erin Go Braugh i
TD's Waitress w/The Best Fake Tan Contest"

March's Lineup:

Wed. 25th TD's Comedy Night
Thurs. 26th The Krushtones - "groovin"
Fri.27th
Also: Every Monday -10% off Menu Items CU Faculty & Staff
Wednesdays - Half price combo baskets 4-8 pm
Fridays - Wings $1.99 a basket 4-8 pm

654-3656
Please Know When To Say When!
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(Mo.tefCard)

VISA
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NEW REGISTRATION
SYSTEM

SCALP, from
page 21
"It's his natural position, so he
should not have a problem," said
Wilhelm. He explained his move to
the outfield last year was due to a
logjam of talent at first.
"Billy accepted the move, being
the team player that he is," Wilhelm
added.
In Sunday's game, Clemson
j umped out in front early by scoring
the first six runs of the game, and
won by a 9-3 score. Starter Jason
Angel was impressive through
seven innings, giving up five hits
and five walks while fanning five in
improving his record to 3-0. Eric
Bradford loaded the bases in the
eighth, but Aaron Jersild finished
the final two innings by giving up
just one hit and striking out three in
a non-save situation.
"Jason didn't have his best stuff
today," Wilhelm said while crediting Angel for a good day on the
mound. "But Mike Lockhart has
had two nice games behind the plate
for us."
Lockhart went 3-for-4 with three
RBI and two runs scored to lead the
team at the plate Sunday. Kevin
Northrup went 3-for-4 as well, while
Jeff Morris and McMillon each went
2-for-3.
Tuesday, the Eagles of Winthrop
came into Tiger Field and gave
Clemson their second one-run game
of the year. Both teams were scoreless until the bottom of the ninth,
when Jeff Miller's RBI double drove
in pinch-runner Scott Melzer to win
the game, 1-0. Assistant coach Jack
Leggett was very pleased to come
away with the win.
"We struggled all day to get runs
across," Leggett said. "We were
fortunate to get (Mike Lockhart) on
in the ninth. Miller had hit the ball
well in his second at-bat, and was
the right man at the right time.
"Winthrop played good defense," Leggett said of the Eagles'
fielding ability. "They turned some
good double-plays, and our mistakes cost us as well.
"We were never able to piece
together a very serious threat," he
added about the first eight innings.
Holtz went 8-2/3 innings, yielding five hits and two walks while
sending seven Eagles straight back
to the dugout. Jersild struck out the
final Winthrop batter and got credit
for the win.
"Holtz pitched very well,"
Leggett said. "We can win with
defense and pitching if we can't do
it with a bunch of runs.
"Anytime you win, you like to
see the bats do better and be more
aggressive," he concluded. "That' 11
come with time."
Clemson, 9-0 going into
yesterday's game against Furman,
has three games scheduled against
Wake Forest this weekend. Starting times are 3 p.m. this afternoon,
and 2 p.m. Saturday and Sunday at
Tiger Field. The Tigers are currently ranked 18th in this week's
Collegiate Baseball poll, and 14th
by Baseball America.

The Tiger
gets a break
just like the

BEGINS APRIL 1992
INTRODUCTION

Beginning in April 1992 students can register on-line at terminals connected to the University
mainframe computer. Personal computers with a modem can also be used for dial-up access. The
system gives an immediate response as to whether or not a seat in a requested class has been
reserved for the student. Students can use the on-line system to make schedule changes as often
as they like. On-line registration ends May 8 for first summer session, June 19 for second summer
session, and July 31 for fall semester. Traditional registration forms will be used during walkthru registration at the opening of each term for students still needing to enroll in courses, make
schedule changes, clear registration restrictions, or pay fees.

ACCESS

Entrance to on-line registration is based on the student's classification and is controlled by
specific windows of access. Students cannot register earlier than their access window date and
time However, once their window opens, they have access until July 31. Classification is based
on the number of credits earned plus enrolled credits in the 1992 spring semester. Students can
use Student Information Services to view their academic records and verify their classification.
Freshmen have a total of 0-29, sophomores 30-59, juniors 60-94, and seniors 95 and above.
Classification
Opening Access Date
Graduates
Seniors and Honors Program

Thursday, April 2
Thursday and Friday, April 2-3
Wednesday, April 8

Juniors

Sophomores

Saturday and Sunday, April 11-12

Freshmen

PHASE-IN OF
INITIAL ACCESS

Thursday, April 16

Until the touch-tone telephone is added as a data entry device, there is a need to limit the number
of students who may try to use the system atone time. When an access window first opens, student
numbers (social security numbers) will be phased in at one hour intervals. The phase-in is keyed
to the last digit of the student number. The timetable for initial access is shown below.

™nrxAm,F. FOR INITIAL ACCESS TO ON-LINE REGISTRATION
Senior*/
Sophomore* Freshman*
Last Digit of
Junior*
Graduate
Honors
Student No.

0

6

Thu. Apr. 2
8 a.m.

Thu. Apr. 2
4:30 p.m.

Wed. Apr. 8
8 a.m.

Sat. Apr. 11
12 noon

Thu. Apr. 16
8 a.m.

5:30 p.m.

9 a.m.

1 p.m.

9 a.m.

9 a.m.

6:30 p.m.

10 a.m.

2 p.m.

10 a.m.

9 a.m.

7:30 p.m.

11 a.m.

3 p.m.

11 a.m.

10 a.m.

8:30 p.m.

12 noon

4 p.m.

12 noon

10 a.m

Fri. Apr. 3
8 a.m.

4:30 p.m.

11 a.m.

4:30 p.m.

5:30 p.m.

5
P-mSun. Apr. 12
2 p.m.

5:30 p.m.

11 a.m.

10 a.m.

6:30 p.m.

3 p.m.

6:30 p.m.

8

12 noon

11 a.m.

7:30 p.m.

4 p.m.

7:30 p.m.

9

12 noon

12 noon

8:30 p.m.

5 p.m.

8:30 p.m.

* Classification is determined by credit hours earned plus current enrolled hours.

MATERIALS

Individual degree progress reports, early registration schedule cards, and on-line registration
instruction sheets will be in the student's major department by March 30. The 1992 Summer/Fall
Schedule Booklets will be available at the Student Union by April 1. Students' degree progress
reports are always available for viewing on-line via Student Information Services (SIS), and the
schedual booklet can be viewed on line via SIS beginning March 9. The instruction sheet shows
the location of terminals and the hours they are available.

CHANGING
MAJORS

Students planning to change majors should do so by March 3. Change-of-Major forms are
available in the Student Records Office, 104 Sikes Hall. If form is turned in after March 3, ask
for special instructions in Student Records.

ON-LINE REGISTRATION PROCESS
STEP1

Schedule a visit with an advisor as early as possible. Record course requests on the two-part early
registration card. Have advisor sign the department copy and retain it. Keep the student copy for
use when entering course requests. The advising number printed on the early registration
schedule card is needed when registering.

icai V/A lUm
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If you need assistance in knowing your computer ID and computer password, go to the Help Desk

STEP 2

in the R.F. Poole Agricultural Center. You must show a picture ID.

STEP 3

After your access window opens, go to a terminal in one of the computer labs listed on the
instruction sheet available in your major department. Select Student Information Services (SIS)
from the initial menu screen. Then select the On-Line Registration System and follow instructions. Students with personal computers and modems may access the system by dialing 6564804. Call Help Desk at 656-3494 if assistance with dial-up access is needed.
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JORDAN, from page 21
a two-time Most Valuable Player.
He has been selected to the AllNBA First Team the last five seasons and to the All-Defensive First
team the last four seasons. He was
selected to the All-NBA Second
Team his rookie season. He has
won the league scoring title the
last five seasons. He has been voted
on the NBA All-Star starting squad
every year in the league. He has
led the league in steals twice in his
career(1987-88 and 1989-90). He
is a two-time NBA Slam Dunk
Champion (1987 and 1988). He is
the first player ever to record at
least 200 steals and 100 blocks in
the same year (1986-87). He was
named the NBA Finals MVP last
season. He was a unanimous selection for first-team All-America
his final two seasons at North Carolina. He hit the winning shot in
UNC's NCAA Championship
game against Georgetown, and he
was the co-captain and star of the
1984 men's Gold Medal-winning
Olympic team.
Last year alone, Jordan scored
over 30 points 52 times and over
40 points 11 times. Also, in the six
complete seasons he has played
(he missed 64 games in 1985-86
due to a foot injury), he has missed
only one game. All that, and he's
still only 29.
There is more to Michael Jeffrey Jordan than just numbers.
There's his uncanny knack of hitting the winning shot in the waning seconds. Ask Cleveland, ask

Detroit; hell, ask any team in the
league at some point or other.
There's the Boeing-like hang
time, the trampolinesque legs, the
ballet dancer grace and precision
and most evident, the fun-loving,
tongue-wagging, happy-golucky, wide-grinned attitude to
go along with the nearly indescribable athleticism and talent.
There is no one in the world at
this time that can guard Jordan
one-on-one, two-on-one or sometimes even three-on-one. Sure,
maybe every now and then somebody will come along and hold
him to a mere 20 or 25 points, but
you can rest assured that the next
game he'll be ripping the nets
with his patented 360, triplepump, last-second, twisting desperation game winnerforjusttwo
of his cool 40 or so points.
I'm sorry, Wilt "The Stilt."
I'm sorry, Big O. I'm sorry, Lanx
Magic and Dr. J. Michael is too,
too versatile, too, too unguardable
and too, too unstoppable. Michael
Jordan stands alone as the greatest basketball player to ever play
the game.
As this is my final issue of the
Tiger as assistant sports editor, I
would just like to thank everyone
on the staff for a great year, and I
would like to wish everyone the
best of luck in the future. If there
is one thing I have learned over
the course of the year, it's that
Bobby Bonilla does in fact play
for the Mets.
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Finnerty, Hartmann place first at ND meet
by Louis J. Potenza
staff writer
Two Clemson distance runners
were victorious in their respective
events last Saturday at the Alex
Wilson Invitational track meet at
the University of Notre Dame in
South Bend, Ind. The Invitational
was a full team meet but Clemson
only sent the two runners because
each wanted to try to improve their
times.
Junior tri-captain Cormac
Finnerty from Co. Westmeath, Ireland, won the men's 3,000 meters
with a time of 7:59.79 and drastically improved his time.
That clocking not only set a personal best for Finnerty but also tied
the school record, set by Yehezkel
Halifa in 1988.
Finnerty went to Notre Dame to
attempt to improve on his time for
the NCAA Championships which
will be held March 14-15 in Indianapolis.
"I was disappointed with the
competition," said Finnerty, noting
that the second place finisher's time
was about fifteen seconds off his
pace. I had hoped to be running
against tougher competition which
makes better times easier to obtain.
Someone did pace me for the first

three-quarters of the race but after
that I ran on my own.
"I was very pleased with the
outcome of the race though, since
my previous best for this year was
around an 8:06."
When asked about his chances
next weekend in Indianapolis,
Finnerty said. "I feel I have a real
good shot at finishing in the top
three. I've beaten some of the runners with better qualifying times
than mine and I really like the track
at Indianapolis. I'm also sure I can
break the school record while I'm
there — I'm definitely going for it.
It should be an exciting time for
me."
Freshman Karen Hartmann won
the women's mile with a time of
4:44.5.
"I went to the meet at Notre
Dame to improve my standing but I
wasn't able to do so," said
Hartmann. "The time I ran was identical to my best for this year so even
though I won, I wasn't very happy."
Like Finnerty, Hartmann was
disappointed with the competition
she encountered at the meet.
"I didn't have anyone pushing
me," she said, "and I had gone there
expecting much better competition.
I'm disappointed that I couldn' t run
a faster race. Right now my time is

about twelfth in the country and I
was hoping to move up a few spots."
Being from Kiel, Germany,
Karen said that she did not know
what type of competition to expect
from American colleges but overall
she has been impressed. At the
NCAAs she expects much better
competition and hopes to turn in a
better time.
"I'm never sure what to expect,
so I just run my race," she said. "At
Indianapolis, there will be runners
from all over the country and I'm
really looking forward to it."
No matter what happens at the
NCAA Championships, though,
Karen said that she has really enjoyed her rookie year with the Lady
Tigers. According to Head Coach
Wayne Coffman, "Karen just
doesn't go to school here. She has a
real good time and always has someplace to go or something to do."
Since both runners were the only
representatives from Clemson at the
Alex Wilson Invitational meet, they
mentioned that it was hard for them
to get up for their races without
having some sort of team support.
Hopefully at Indianapolis, with
teammates cheering them on,
Cormac and Karen can accomplish
their goals and possibly bring home
an NCAA championship.

Judge Kellers
Champion Sweatshirts And Shorts
Jansport Bookbags and Duffelbags
Clemson T-Shirts And Shorts
Plus Many More Snazzy Items!

AXQ SCAVENGER HUNT
Monday, March 9
to benefit Helping Hands of Clemson, INC.
AXQ is celebrating Hera day by sponsoring a
scavenger hunt for items needed by Helping
Hands. Please help us make the lives of
others more comfortable.
Items needed:
canned vegetables, fruits ziplock bags
tinfoil
canned fruit juices
canned soups
paper products
cleaning products
crackers
hair brushes/combs
toys
clothing
shampoo
books
baby wipes
etc.
toothcare products
These items may be dropped off in front of
Schilleter or in the loggia Monday, March 9th
between 12 & 5. There will also be a box at the
Methodist Church.

Thank you for
supporting AXQ and
The Helping Hands of
Clemson, Inc.

Bffi

EVERYONE SAW THIS AS
A PROBLEM ONCE.
O,

'ccasionally the pieces all fit, but you didn't know why. Eventually,
it became obvious.
Today, you have a new set of problems and again you may find yourself
getting the solutions, but not knowing exactly why
Working with Schaum's Outlines takes the guesswork out of problem
solving. The Outlines provide you with the questions and the
solutions in order to show you how to solve problems. The more you
work with Schaums, the more obvious the solutions become.
Available in engineering, math, science, economics and computer
science. Look for them in your college bookstore.

Schaum's
Outlines

M

Tiger Trot to be held March 28

DEVILS, from page 21
When the Duke starters hit the
bench, they appeared to be truly
stunned. Bobby Hurley buried his
face in a towel and collapsed back
into his chair. Krzyzewski stared
straight ahead, legs crossed, arms
folded.
"There's a part of me that wants
us to get beat by 40 at that point,"
said the coach. "There's another
part of me that says we've got to
give it one more shot because I
know that the team out there in the
white deserved to win, and the team
in the blue certainly doesn't deserve to win. I mean, its not even
close. Hell, I was ready to sit back
and enjoy watching Clemson play,"
The second five made up a few
points in the next four minutes, and
when the starting five came back
Duke had closed it to 72-59. Duke
then rattled off eight straight before
Clemson point guard Chris Whitney
retaliated with one of his five threepointers to make the lead 75-67.
"[Whitney] played a sensational
game," praised Krzyzewski.
"Those guys that were sitting
watched what was going on, and
they decided when they went in that
they weren't going to lose," said
Clemson coach Cliff Ellis. "They
were the number one team in the
country, and they find a way to win
... and you can't say anything bad
about our ball club and the effort
and the fight that they had."
A Chris Laettner 3-pointer finally put Duke on top at 78-77 as
the Devils continued on a 25-7 run.
Each team played outstanding basketball from that point on.
Andre Bovain juked Bobby
Hurley for a fifteen-foot jumper to
even the score at 90. Then Devin
Gray snuck inside for a layup to
again tie the game at 92 with less
than two minutes to play. In spite of
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by Michelle Sims
staff writer
Clemson University's Ninth
Annual Tiger Trot Road Race will
be held on March 28,1992 at 8 a.m.
Tiger Trot is a one-mile fun run and
5K Grand Prix Road Race sponsored by the Residence Hall Association..
This grand fund raiser began as
a service project for the residents of
Calhoun Courts and has blossomed
into a certified running event on the
Palmetto Grand Prix Circuit. Area
running clubs such as the Anderson
and Oconee Roadrunners will also
participate in this event.
Terry Flippo, CU Apartment
Area Coordinator, encourages all
who can to participate. "There will
be lots of games, free food and

prizes," said Flippo. Terri Kenely,
Lightsey Bridge Resident Director,
stresses the need for lots of cheerful
volunteers to assist with the many
aspects of this fun filled day. Kenely
stated that there will be a meeting
on March 10,1992, at 9:30 p.m. in
the Commons meeting room for
those interested in volunteering their
services and time. Walking during
the race is also permissible.
Past recipients of the proceeds
from Tiger Trot have been: The
American Cancer Society, The
Cystic Fibrosis Foundation and the
Pediatric Burn Fund.
This year's proceeds will go to
the Anderson Salvation Army Boys'
and Girls' Clubs. So come out and
join The Tiger for a day of good
food and fun to help a very worthy
cause.

Clemson University
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the Tigers' efforts however, another
3-pointer by Laettner put Duke up
for good.
Laettner and Duke's Thomas
Hill both got into foul trouble early,
and Laettner's foul trouble was part
of the reason for Clemson's strong
performance in the paint. Center
Sharone Wright played well at the
end despite suffering from the flu,
while Kevin Hines led the team
with 19 points.
Unfortunately for the Tigers,
they were never able to draw a fifth
foul from anyone but Antonio Lang.
Also key to the Duke win was the
abundance of Clemson fouls, although some were questionable, and
Duke's resulting success from the
line where they hit 31 of 35 attempts.

"Tt
said Ellis.
Fill!
"It „;ac
was Oa tnnoh
tough r>np
one,"" said
"One that I'm disappointed we
didn't get. We didn't get it, and I'll
say this: there's not many teams in
the nation that played the number
one team in the nation as well as we
have. Not many, maybe two. From
that aspect its good, but I will not
accept this as a moral victory. But I
am extremely proud of our basketball team."
After showing the hustle and
effort that has kept the Tigers competitive this season Ellis said, "I
think you can see why I like this
team as young as they are." Yes, as
the Tigers now seem to have a good
shot at an N.I.T. bid, the future of
Clemson basketball now appears
much brighter than it did several
months ago.

CHINESE RESTAURANT
CO

LUNCH

0)

>
x

MONDAY - SATURDAY
11:30 am-2:00 pm

Ole
Norm's

I

DINNER
SUNDAY-THURSDAY
5:00 pm-9:30 pm
FRIDAY - SATURDAY
5:00 pm-10:00 pm

Golden
Dragon
Thunderbird
Inn

to Central

Bi-Lo

at Hwy 93
Next to

Thunderbird Inn

654-1551

Y-Theater Films...
Don't miss the last movies before Spring Break!
This week's feature film:
Friday, 3/6
Shows at
Saturday , 3/7
7:00 & 9:15
Hey, it's only
two bucks!

A mere
pittance...

Sunday's FREE flick (w/CUID) at 7:00 & 9:15pm
The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly
Sponsored by the University Union
Films & Video Committee
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Women's netters use depth
to attain national ranking
by Daniel Shirley
interim assistant news editor
Depth is very important, and no
one knows that better than
Clemson's women's tennis coach
Andy Johnston.
"If it weren't for our depth we
would not be 6-2 right now,"
Johnston said. "We have had somebody hurt all the time."
However, the Lady Tiger netters,
ranked 22nd, have overcome adversity, and they used their depth to
shut out Virginia and Georgia Tech
9-0 this past weekend. Clemson
surrendered only one set in the two
matches.
"We are playing very well right
now," Johnston said. "We are getting over our injuries and have eight
or nine girls who can play. It's
tough getting them all playing time.
That's a good problem to have,
though."
On the road at Georgia Tech, the
Lady Tigers evened their conference record at 1-1 behind the play
of eighth-ranked Mindy Weiner.
Weiner, a sophomore, defeated
Tech's Erika Lewis, 6-2, 6-3.
"It was hard to tell how well we
playedagainstTech/'Johnstonsaid,
"because they weren't very strong,
and it was very windy."

However, against Virginia,
Johnston got a chance to see just
how strong his team is. In defeating
the Lady Cavaliers and earning their
fourth shutout of the season, the
Lady Tigers did not lose, or even
come close to losing, a set. Clemson lost only 30 games in the nine
matches and only five in the three
doubles matches.
Weiner, who is playing her way
back after a tendinitis problem in
the rotator cuff, again led the way,
defeating Kristen Kepler, 6-1, 6-2.
Mimi Burgos, a senior just returning to form after a car wreck, also
shined, winning 6-2, 6-2.
"We played great against Virginia," Johnston said. "They are
pretty strong, and we just took it to
them."
The Lady Tigers will need their
depth as they face a tough schedule
in the upcoming weeks. They host
second-ranked Georgia tomorrow
and Maryland Sunday. Then the
Lady Tigers will travel west to face
San Diego, San Diego State,
Brigham Young and Houston.
"Three of those teams are in the
top-20," Johnston. "And they are
all on the road."
With the grinding schedule facing his team, Johnston knows the
importance of depth.

A message to any
Duke basketball
fans: you got lucky,
and you know it!
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Tiger men defeat Wake Forest to
win 49th in last 50 home matches
Melissa Roma
staff writer
Mother nature was not the only
thing pulling for the Tigers in this
past Sunday' s men' s tennis match.
The men took on and defeated
the Demon Deacons of Wake
Forest, 6-3. This win gave the
Tigers their 49th victory in 50
home ACC matches. The streak
spans a 13-year period.
The men have also won 98 of
their last 104 ACC matches, including ACC tournament
matches, dating back to the 1978
season.
The Tigers are now at an even
2-2 for the season and 1 -0 in the

ACC.
-George Lampert, Frank Salazar
and Mike Williams claimed victories for Clemson in the singles competitions. This brought the match to
a 3-3 deadlock after the singles
matches.
The Tigers overwhelmed Wake
Forest in doubles by taking all three
games. The team of Salazar and
Williams won with a 6-2, 6-1 victory. Lampert and Greg Seilkop
took the number two slot with a 63,6-2 win. The third seed was won
by the Clemson duo of Tom Herb
and Bryan Twente 7-6,6-4.
In this spring's action Seilkop
has led the Tigers in singles. He is
the 19th ranked player in the latest

ITCA/Volvo poll and is 14-9 for
the season.FrankSalazar nasal 15 record and is 4-0 in dual-match
singles action. The doubles team
of Seilkop and Lampert, ranked
12th in the nation, leads the Tigers with a 9-5 overall record.
The Tigers continue ACC action as both Maryland and Virginia travel to Clemson on March
13. The Tigers will be taking on
the Terrapins at 10 a.m. and the
Cavaliers at 3 p.m.
The following Monday, Clemson will be on the road in Tempe,
Ariz., taking Spring Break a week
late. The Tigers will battle Arizona State and the University of
Texas.

'%>•&*%»% *£<£< £«£**£<
STUDENT CONDOMINIUMS
AT
AFFORDABLE PRICES
• 1 and 2 Bedrooms
• Fully Furnished
• Central Air
• Pool and Club House
• On-Site Manager
• Free Shuttle Bus
• Much More

%£HS0%

AT CLEMSON

AT CLEMSON

250 ELM ST.

654-2876

1.1 Miles From Campus

SALES/RENTALS

MAKE YOUR RESERVATION EARLY FOR FALL '92
SIGNING LEASES NOW!
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Ned's Atomic Dustbin
God Fodder

$6<99/$10<99

4

COLUMBIA

CK
Rock The First
=T">~>| Six volumes sold separately
DCC

War Babies/ War Babies

UGLY KJD JOE

Nuclear Valdcz
Dream Another Dream

$6.99/$ 10.99
IVIATTHEIAA^WEETI
GIRLFRIENDl

^ Matthew Sweet
Girlfriend

AS UGLY AS THEY WANNA BE

$6.99/$ 10.99

IKOHOliC TBASh
*E a.r. '...masC*|i

$6<99/$10<99

COLUMBIA

►

EPIC

ZOO ENTERTAINMENT

CYPRESS
HILL
IE PMUHCKV FEEL ONE
LIGHT ANOTHER
HAND ON THE PUMP

Cypress Hill
Cypress Hill

Ugly Kid Joe
iis Ugly As They
Wanna Be

$6<99/$10J9

$699/$999
RELATIVITY

COLUMBIA
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TRACKS
MUSIC

&.

VIDEO

0335X5305}?
SALE ENDS APRIL 1,1992
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Campus Bulletin
announcements
The Sixteenth Annual Triple Crown
Road Race will be held Saturday, March
7, 1992 at the H.O. weeks building on
Whiskey Road. There is late registration
from 7-7:30 a.m.

Kenwood KRC-310 car stereo.
Reciever/cassette pull out chassis. Only
used6months. $240new. Sellfor$140.
Call 858-4681.

Adoption - Loving family wishes to
adopt an infant. Call George or Melissa
collect. (703)533-0715.
The Lena Brayton Eaton - Carrie
Hutchins Freeman Piano Competition
will be held at 4 p.m. on Friday, April 3,
1992, in room 101 Daniel Hall.

for rent
Crystal Clean Mini Storage for rent.
Several sizes available. Bring this ad and
save money. Come to Ingles on 123 into
Seneca, turn left at the red light, one
block on your left. Open Mon-Fri from
10 a.m. until 6 p.m. 885-9815.

for sale
For Sale:
Ball Pythons and
mice(anysize). Cheaper than any store!
Call Trey today at 858-7490. Leave
message.
H.P. 28S calculator, few weeks old.
Originally worth $190. Must sell!! Ready
to trade with anything!! or $125
(negotiable) Call Sachin Shah. 6543649.
1987 Nissan Sentra (Red Red!!) 5speed, AM/FM cassette, 97k miles.
Excellent condition. Asking $2900. Call
Sachin Shah. 654-3649.
1986 Renault Alliance, 4 door, 5speed,A/C. Good transportation. Asking
$1400 O.B.O Call 654-3649.
1978 VW Rabbit. Manual. Great gas
mileage. Runs well. $600. O.B.O. 6543815.'

1984 Honda Accord. Dealer serviced
every 7,500 miles. One owner. High
mileage. Good condition. $2600. Call
646-5703.
BMW plastic chrome window trim.
Call 858-4361. Cheap.
Car stereos for sale. Audiovox w/
digital tuning, 6-preset memory with 4
speakers of 30 and 20 watts. Cost over
$100. Asking $50. Pyramid Gold series,
antitheft pull-out car stereo. Autoreverse.
New Never been used. Cost over $200.
Asking $150. Call 654-3649.
Croutons for sale. $1.50 per box.
Look for signs for location.
1980 Mazda GLC Hatchback. Good
condition, New tires, 36.5 MPG. - $975.
CallJohnTriceat656-3798or882-4665.
'89 Yamaha Riva Scooter. Good
condition. $500. Call 261-0842 or 6540404. Leave message.
Furniture - like new, available now or
in May: 5 drawer solid oak chest and
nightstand, $230., twin bed plus frame,
$170., TV/VCR cart, $25., desk, $25.
Call 639-0208 best offef taken.
1984 Honda Sabre 700cc V-4,
excellent condition, $1800O.B.O. Todd
- 858-3327.
Blue queen size sofa sleeper.
Excellent condition. $250. O.B.O. Call
885-1592.
One way ticket on American Airline.
GSP to New York(JFK). Travel before
March, 28. $200 O.B.O. Call Phillip at
639-1000.
Red Scooter - Great for around campus
- only 2 years old. In great condition.
Make offer. 654-7360 Terra.

Nintendo + 4 games $50 O.B.O. /
CD's for sale. $4-8. Call 653-3125.
Buy 1 - get one free, tee-shirts with
original designs by Shannon's Creations
(for Helping Hands charity) across form
Bi-Lo on Highway 93 in Clemson. All
other merchandise (sweat shirts, pants,
etc) 40 percent off. All profits go to a
shelter for abused children.
International, non-competitive
children's camp. Farm, waterfront, riding.
Employment (2-10wks): $110-200/wk.
Gwynn Valley, CN, Brevard, NC 28712.
On-campus interview March 11.
Tickets: Buy/Sell All concerts, Sports,
Theatre. We pay top dollar for ACC
Tournament. Super Bowl, masters,
Braves, Grateful Dead, U2. All shows.
All Tours. (919)967-9584.
$40,000/yr! READ BOOKS and TV
scripts. Fill out simple "like/don't like"
form. EASY! Fun relaxing at home,
beach, vacations. Guaranteed paycheck.
FREE 24 Hour recording (801) 379-2925
copyright #SC10KEB.
Spring Break-Daytona Beach
Florida. 6 days only $69. Call (800) 3448914.

Kay-Happy belated birthday!
Fast Fundraising ProgramFraternities, sororities, student clubs. Earn
up to $1000 in one week. Plus receive a
$1000 bonus yourself. And a free watch
just for calling 1-800-932-0528 ext. 65.

help wanted
$200-$500 WEEKLY. Assemble
products at home. Easy! No selling.
You're paid direct. Fully Guaranteed.
FREE 24 Hour Recording. (801) 3792900 Copywright #SC10KDH
EARN up to $50/week and more parttime selling "Be Tiger Safe" condoms.
Great opportunity for men and women.
Call now! (800) 736-6064.

MOT, You said it was funny to see
your name in the personals. Hope you're
laughing call me.. .if you remember my #.
Thumper, Really I think your feet are
cute.

housing

Bharat, Congratulations on your
wedding with India club. You lucky
chap!!! Indo-Bangla Publishers.

Apartment for rent. 2 BR, 2 bath,
quiet location. Close to campus, next to
lake.
Washer and dryer, stove,
dishwasher, and fridge. Need to sublease
for summer. Also available next year.
$ 170 per person with 4 people. Call 6533919.

-"

"Sweet Pea"—Looking forward to this
weekend. I love you THE MOST! Chip.
AM-I hope your last one plus years
up here have been as enjoyable for you as
they have been for me. I appreciate all
your "support" this semester. Good luck
with everything you do. Your continous
pain...AJM.

House for summer rent. About 3
miles from campus. Fun neighborhood!
Low rent! Call 639-9433.
House for tent to students on Freedom
Drive. One mile from campus. 3BR
2BA. Sundeck, big yard, garage, fully
funished all appliances. $950. 12 month
lease. 654-3815.

Engaged? Getting Married? Discount
Bridal Service offers 20-40% off only
new formal gowns. Call 654-2992.
Eric Clapton Crossroads 858-3256.

Tonya and Kim: Thanks for an
incredible "dance the night away"
weekend! Eventhoughmenarestillscum!
At least there are a couple of good one's
left out there! Here's to many happy
returns! Love, Tanya.

Alaska Summer Employmentfisheries. Earn $5,000+/month. Free
transportation! Room and Board! Over
8,000 openings. No experience necessary.
Male or Female. For employment
program all Student Employment
Services at 1-206-545-4155 ext. 195.

SPRING BREAK GRAD WEEK

1,2,3 Bedroom Beach Cottages.
Pool, Cable, Free Crazy
Membership.
North Myrtle Beach SC
Call (803) 272-1885

miscellaneous
Study Abroad in Australia-Information on semester, year, graduate,
summer and internship programs in Perth,
Townsville, Sydney, and Melbourne.
Programs start at$3520. Call 1-800-8783696.
Male stripper-sororities, birthdays,
other parties. References available. 6535823. Leave message.

personals
Sigma Chi.. Thanks for a great mixer.
Love...The sisters or Gamma Phi Beta.

Now In Clemson
The Music Scene
Guitars - Amps - Lessons
16 Trac Recording - Repairs
PA Rental - Layaways Drums & Accessories
391-1 Old Greenville Hwy
Clemson
Next Door To Fast Break
653-7011 1-800-564-8813
"
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WE HAVE "YOUR" COMPLETE LINE
OF PHOTO EQUIPMENT & SUPPLIES

Summer Orientation 1992

FAST I SAME I DAY

Clemson
Ambassadors

COLOR PRINT PROCESSING
in by 12:30 out by 5:00

• Same day E-6 Slide
Processing
• Instant Passport Photos
• Repair Service
• Rental Photo & Video
Equipment
• Used Equipment Sales
• Trade-in Equipment
• Rental Photography
Instruction Videos
• Camcorder Equipment &
Accessory Sales

CONGRATULATIONS
Niki Johnson
Bridgette Keller
Leigh Lomax
Sally Manning
Andy Mercer
Angela Overtoil
Kelly Perrou
Bill Purkcrson
Scott Ruzycki
Trey Thompson
Todd Usher

Erin Baker
Candace Cameron
Christen Clarkson
Stephanie Domis
Kate Evans
Mclanie Evatt
Randy Ewart
Chad Goforth
Kimhcrly Halter
Derrick Ho
Josh Holway
Cynthia Johnson
Y* sAXJtP UM6.
SO Wt ytfUU?ri'T
HWE TO PUT UP

WITH -RUS.

653-3100

A+RENTS

-ALL THE COMFORTS OF HOME

►RENT
•BUY
.RENTTO-OWN

Highway 93
Clemson

Up

